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Abstract 

Nowadays, wireless sensor network (WSN) is becoming popular in various fields of 

different industries along with the rapid development of hardware and software. 

Whereas more and more WSN applications come into use has make it difficult for 

consumers especially those who do not have professional knowledge to use. So it is 

urgently necessary and significant to offer services which do not need professional 

knowledge to satisfy consumers’ requirements from the users’ point of view. 

Therefore, service oriented architecture (SOA) is introduced as a method to do our 

research from the users’ point of view. After a simple overall introduction of WSN 

which include the system architecture, hardware, software and supported technologies, 

we pay our emphasis on the power consumption modeling for WSN and get some 

formulations following the operation cycle. Last but not least, SOA method is 

analyzed and some SOA based WSN applications are introduced as examples to 

further understand of SOA based WSN for readers. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

During the past decades, two trends are appearing: one is that hardware is becoming 

smaller, lighter, cheaper and powerful. The other is software market is based on 

service oriented integration technology. To be more specific, hardware has integrated 

multiple functions such as communication and computation to interact and collaborate 

with users and other hardware in a more convenient and efficient way. The use of 

service oriented technology makes software target directly to users’ requirements 

which satisfy various users’ diverse demands in a better and effective way [1]. Given 

appearances of both trends in majority of industries, we expect a multiple functional, 

integrated dynamic network come to use for diverse applications and requirements 

and our research focuses on the wireless sensor network (WSN) which is based on 

service oriented architecture (SOA). 

 

Generally speaking, wireless sensor network (WSN) is a self-organized network 

system which comprises a large number of sensor nodes. The other two important 

factors in this network are users and sensing objectives. Sensors collaborate together 

to get samples such as measuring temperature, humidity, position etc. and deliver 

collected data by wireless communications with each other. Nowadays, WSN is 

becoming widely deployed and more and more applications based on WSN are 

coming into use. Service oriented architecture (SOA) is a coarse granularity 

incompact architecture which integrates and applies different services based on users’ 

demands. It defines interfaces in an easy and accurate way for communications which 

does not involve the lower parts of the architecture and communication models. 

Furthermore, it is very helpful for dealing with problems of diverse applications 

because it conceals most of technical details and reveals functions of WSN. So this 

method is widely used in both design and deployment in various industries. 

 

According to a report from Billerud AB [2], about 10% of fresh food is spoiled during 

the transportation from different parts of the world to Europe which results in 10 

billion Euros loss every year; Moreover, it greatly affects the quality and safety of this 

fresh food. So we have to face this issue and deal with it. [3] As most of influences are 

coming from the transportation process, it is possible to decrease the losses by 

improving the transportation process and here we introduce WSN applications as an 

example for the fresh food transportation. [4] The wireless sensor networks are 

deployed for tracking and monitoring the conditions of the whole transportation 

process to meet strict requirements and alarm in real-time. Also in our research, we 

put SOA into use for WSN scenarios and in many research aspects of WSN; we pay 

our attention to the power consumption of the whole system, especially for those 

components which use battery as power suppliers. 
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1.2 Outline of the Thesis 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The system architecture of WSN 

is described in paragraph Ⅱ，paragraph Ⅲ indicates system hardware of WSN and 

followed by software in paragraph Ⅳ. Paragraph Ⅴ depicts common technologies 

applied in WSN systems and paragraphⅥ sets up our model for power consumption. 

paragraph Ⅶ analyzes SOA and introduces the fresh food transportation as an 

example for SOA based WSN application. Paragraph Ⅷ gives the conclusion. 
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2 WSN System Architectures 

Referring to the book [5], there are a large number of various WSN system 

architectures. Due to the briefness and space limits, we first introduce some general 

features in these architectures and then recommend two main broad categories 

“layered and clustered” as examples. The other types have similar characteristics and 

can be easily understood and derived from these two basic ones. 

2.1 System Optimization Goals 

There are thousands of various solutions applied for different applications and 

scenarios. The system is applied into more and more scenarios along with fast 

development of technology and various users demand different requirements for it 

then many problems may come along with it. For instance, which solution is most 

suitable to certain conditions? How to compare solutions? And so on.  

 

So it is quite urgent and significant to set up some standard or goals for various 

solutions applied in particular scenarios. While a rough form or a general reply cannot 

satisfy multiple diverse applications so we try our best to take everything into 

consideration and several optimization goals are listed below. 

 

 QoS expectations 

As mentioned above, WSN can be applied into thousands of various applications 

scenarios while different applications or users may propose diverse requirements 

especially on QoS such as maximum error rate and packet loss rate, minimum 

bandwidth etc. So some QoS expectations must be meet to satisfy requirements 

from users and systems for better quality operations. 

 

These QoS expectations can also be subdivided into two categories. One is low 

level demand on network performances such as delay, jitter, bandwidth, packet 

loss rate; the other one is high level requirements about users’ experiences such as 

the quality of a voice communication. [6] 

 

 Efficient Power consumption 

As some components are power limited such as sub nodes and particular main 

nodes which are supplied by battery, it is very necessary and significant to set 

efficient power consumption as one of our optimization goals.  

 

As we all know, some QoS expectations can be approached or achieved through 

consuming a great amount of energy. Therefore, designers and engineers should 

take a comprehensive consideration about the tradeoff between QoS expectations 

and power consumption. 
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 Scalability 

“The ability to maintain performance characteristics irrespective of the size of the 

network is referred to as scalability [7].” Given various applications are being 

applied and large number of sensor nodes deployed into WSN; the system should 

be deployed in a uniform and standard way so that it is easy to extend for more 

and different applications. Whereas scalability may also bring some negative 

effects, so systems should apply appropriate and suitable scalability instead of 

trying to be as scalable as possible. [8] 

 

 Robustness 

In order to achieve the goals such as QoS expectations, scalability, the WSN 

should maintain its operations in a robust way even though some environment 

disturbances happen. For instance, minority of nodes failure will not cause a 

destructive damage or changes in conditions will not bring vital influences to the 

system. But the specific robustness standard is application independent. 

 

 Security 

As some information delivered in our wireless network is private, so it is 

necessary to introduce some security technology such as digital encryption to 

protect these data and ensure the security and reliability. 

 

 Real-time 

Given a large number of conditions must be monitored continuously and some 

reactions should be taken promptly, real-time information makes it possible for 

users to monitor the environments and reduce the cost from damage in a better 

way. 

 

 Integration 

The hardware/software architecture should facilitate the integration of different 

components to decrease the overall cost caused by assembling various parts and 

maintenance of operations. 

 

 Reconfigurability 

As mentioned above, the system should be extendable so all the components need 

to be reconfigured according to the architecture changes or users’ requirements. 

The ability of reconfiguration plays an important role in architecture or topology 

changes of the wireless network. 

 

 Heterogeneity 

It is hard to specify most suitable hardware/software applications for particular 

commercial situations due to the large variety of solutions and standards. The 

selected options should be compatible and integrated conveniently and easily for 

various types of hardware/software applied by different vendors although, in 

principle, diverse subsystems should employ different hardware e.g. platforms 
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and sensors and software such as programming languages and models. 

 

 Interoperability 

Despite of the heterogeneity of various parts integrating the whole system, it still 

should be easy and convenient to interoperate among components through the 

standardized and well-defined interfaces. 

 

 Accessibility 

Operators should access to the system easily from the standardized and 

well-defined interfaces.  

2.2 Network Architecture 

2.2.1 Sources and Sinks 

In all of WSN architectures, units can be classified into two categories which are 

sources and sinks. A source is a unit which generates information. Typical examples 

of sources are sensor nodes because they can gather data and offer feedbacks. 

 

A sink is the destination where the information going to. Usually the sink could just 

be a sensor or an actual node. For example, it could be a sensor who communicates 

with others. It may be deployed inside of a wireless network or outside. Another sink 

example is a base station which joints the wireless network to a wired one. 

2.2.2 Three Kinds of Mobility 

One important demand and feature of wireless network is that it should be able to 

support mobile components. Armed with this feature, it can be applied and deployed 

in more scenarios. Generally speaking, the mobility can be divided into three 

categories which are node mobility, sink mobility and event mobility. [5] 

 

 Node mobility 

Node mobility means all sensor nodes are able to move. It has the highest level of 

mobility among these three different types and it is dependent on different 

application requirements. [5] For instance, in some condition monitoring cases 

such as environment monitoring, the sensors are deployed at fixed places but in 

some measuring examples such as healthy measuring cases, the sensor nodes 

move with the supervisees. 

 

Due to the highest level of mobility, the network should react and reconfigure in a 

fast and prompt way after sensor nodes move in or out. Also, the designer needs 

to consider the stand or fail because it may consume a lot of energy. 
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 Sink mobility 

The sinks also can be mobile and we can treat it as a special case of node mobility. 

For example, a user receives information from the WSN by a mobile device such 

as PDA. In simplest case, the mobile user sends out a request to WSN and gets 

the responds at one point before moving. In other mobile cases, the continuous 

communication with WSN can be separated into many independent requests. The 

sensor nodes which the users communicate with are selected based on different 

requirements. [9] 

 

 Event mobility 

In some tracking cases or particular event detections, the events or the objectives 

can be regarded as mobile. [9] 

 

In cases applied event mobility, many sensors may detect the mobile supervisee at 

the same time. For instance, we want to measure the velocity of a skier when he 

comes down. Sensors deployed at various places may detect his speed at the same 

time. Under the consideration of efficient power consumption, sensors will get 

back to sleep mode quickly after the detection. Moreover, they have to wake up 

promptly to measure the target supervisees. 

2.2.3 Layered Architecture 

The most significant and distinct feature of this kind of architecture is that 

components are classified by layers in this architecture. Sensor nodes with same hops 

to sink are categorized into the same layer.  

 

Usually, sensors with one hop from sink are sorted into the first layer. Those with two 

hops are classified into the second layer and so on. The main advantage of this 

architecture is that the distances among sensor nodes are not very long which may 

greatly save energy. Simple graph for this architecture is illustrated in 2.1 below [10]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Base Station    Sensor Node 

Pic 2.1: general structure of layered architecture [10] 

BS 

BS 
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2.2.4 Clustered Architecture 

In this architecture, sensor nodes are sorted into clusters and there is a cluster head in 

each cluster that controls and supervises the all the sensors in this cluster. Moreover, 

the cluster head takes the responsibility of communicating with users and servers. 

More specific, when all sensor nodes want to exchange information, they have to 

firstly send their data to the cluster head and the cluster head passes their information 

onto their destinations. Before cluster head delivering the data, they usually do some 

handling such as aggregation, checking, compression and so on. Picture 2.2 shows the 

general frame of it [10]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Base Station       Cluster Head      Sensor Node 

Pic 2.2: general structure of clustered architecture [10]. 

2.2.5 Architecture Scenarios 

Based on the discussion above, we have had some general ideas and cognitions about 

the architecture of WSN but all the descriptions are too rough and general. In order to 

grasp better and deeper understand of these architectures, the following paragraphs 

will depict two living examples to further introduce them. The first one is a dual-layer 

bidirectional wireless network architecture shown in picture 2.3 and the second one is 

three-layer SOA wireless network architecture. 

2.2.5.1 Dual-layer Bidirectional Wireless Network 

Architecture 

2.2.5.1.1 Network Architecture 

The dual layer bidirectional wireless network architecture has been mentioned and 

discussed in many articles which sufficiently prove the fact that this kind of 

architecture is widely and extensively used and deployed not only in professional 

researches but also in industry practices. Picture 2.3 below illustrates the structure of 

BS 

BS 
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this architecture vividly and the proposed system architecture usually consists of dual 

layers:  a Wide Area Network (WAN) layer and a Sensor Area Network (SAN) layer.  

 Wide Area Network (WAN) layer  

It consists of a central server which is deployed at the central operation center, a 

number of Master Sensor Nodes (MSN) which is also called Main Nodes (MN) 

and all the wireless connections among them.  

 

 Sensor Area Network (SAN) layer  

It is made up of a MSN and a number of Slave Sensor Nodes (SSN) which is also 

called Sub Nodes (SN).  

 

The WAN and SAN are closely coupled by integrating them in MNs. Main nodes in 

the WAN layer may act as independent sensor nodes while in SAN layer, they need to 

coordinate all the operations of sub nodes. Almost all kinds of commercial wireless 

data service infrastructures such as GSM/GPRS, LTE and WiMAX can be applied in 

the wireless connections among the server and main nodes in the WAN layer [10]. 

 

It is possible for applications to deploy in a wide range because of the wide coverage 

of these commercial wireless data service and full mobility of main nodes. When 

main nodes move out of the coverage of the wireless data service, temporarily storage 

of data is required for main nodes and stored data will be delivered timely to the 

central server at the operation center once wireless connection is set up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic 2.3: Dual-layer bidirectional wireless network architecture 
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2.2.5.1.2 Components Overview 

 Central servers  

Deployed at operation centers they are main responsible for storing, delivering 

and analysis. More specific, they are in charge of storing all gathered data from 

nodes (both main nodes and sub node) permanently.  

 

If this data is invoked by users, central servers may deliver it in time and offer 

various services to meet users’ requirements. Furthermore, they are responsible 

for users’ requirements analysis which means they need to transfer users’ 

requirements to different atomic node services based on their analysis. 

 

 Main nodes  

Main nodes in WAN layer may work as normal sensors to execute atomic 

services and the others in SAN layer take charge of gathering information from 

sub nodes below and passing on to central servers. Furthermore, they are 

responsible for communication with servers to realize synchronization and data 

temporarily storing when the wireless network between main nodes and servers is 

unavailable. 

 

 Sub nodes 

Sub nodes or slave sensor nodes are the basic elementary units in this architecture 

and their function is to execute atomic services. They are managed by main nodes 

and deliver collected data to main nodes after executions. Selection of particular 

node is based on users’ requirement specification. 

 

A summary of devices in this architecture is shown in table 2.1 below 

 

Device Middleware 

installed 

Feature Example 

Central Server None Community leader, can 

act as proxy, not mobile, 

resource rich 

Servers, PCs 

Main nodes Complete Community member, 

leader, can act as a proxy, 

possible mobile, resource 

rich 

Computers or 

sensors in main 

nodes 

Sub nodes Complete Can complete atomic 

services independently, 

probably mobile 

Mote sensors, cell 

phone 

Table 2.1: Summary of devices in the proposed architecture 
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2.2.5.2 Three-layer SOA Wireless Network Architecture 

2.2.5.2.1 Network Architecture 

The proposed three layer SOA wireless network architecture includes: the back-end 

(or application layer), the gateway (or platform abstraction) layer and the front-end 

(or device) layer. [11] SOA method is applied into this classification and this 

architecture sets connections between business users and underlying sensors. We will 

introduce it more specifically in following paragraph. 

 

 The back-end (or application) layer 

This layer mainly contains various applications and due to the uniform interfaces 

provided by the gateway layer, applications at the back-end layer may easily 

access to services of other layers.  

 

Furthermore, the components of this layer are completely independent while they 

are coupled or need to cooperate when they execute their main functions such as 

controlling processes and storing data.  

 

Examples of components are service register manager which records all available 

services; system state manager whose function is to store operation states of the 

nodes; service mapper which matches services to nodes etc. 

 

 The gateway (or platform abstraction) layer 

During past decades, UPnP was widely applied for ad hoc networks due to its 

briefness and robust. Moreover, it simplifies the integration of new platforms 

through a convenient way [12]. 

 

The key function of this layer is to facilitate and coordinate different nodes and 

platforms by offering uniform interfaces. Moreover, it is able to provide functions 

like message transformation which deal with packet translations and service cycle 

manager which controls new services added in and old services moved out. 

 

 The front-end (or device) layer  

This layer comprises different sensors and radio-frequency identification (RFID) 

technologies. When we implement devices in this layer, a large number of limits 

should be taken into consideration, such as power consumption, bandwidth, 

memory space. Therefore, devices of this layer must meet the following demands: 

(these demands will be detailed discussed later) 
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2.2.5.2.2 Operations Overview 

Services and tasks are accomplished by cooperation among devices in different layers. 

Here we introduce several main and important operations to illustrate the flow path 

and the collaborations among devices. 

 

 Service Initiation 

Service initiation is the first and significant operation because it is the beginning 

of complex tasks. Users or applications at back-end start a task by sending 

requests to service register manager which contains all categories of service 

descriptions.  

 

After consulting the service register manager and referring to current sensor states 

which have been synchronized in system state manager, a matching between the 

services and corresponding sensors are chosen out.  

 

Then the matching is delivered to the gateway layer where it is transformed into 

sensor readable messages. After the transformation completes, request messages 

are sent to corresponding sensors for executing.  

 

Last but not least, a respond or a timeout/ error message will be sent back to 

gateway layer first for transforming and then to back-end layer and further to 

users. Picture 2.4 below clearly illustrates the whole operation flow of this 

process. 

 

              Back-end layer           Gateway layer    Frond-end layer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic 2.4: operation flow of Service Initiation 

 

 Service Operation Cycle Management 

The service operation cycle management mainly includes three operations: sensor 

configuration, update, services add-in and move out. Since these three operations 
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own similar working flow, we just pick up sensor configuration as an example to 

introduce the process. 

 

At first, the service mapper at configuration manager does a service mapping 

based on requirements such as descriptions of services from service register 

manager and current state information from system state manager. After the 

mapping, the configuration manager obtains a result of service configurations and 

allocations. For example, certain service should be allocated to particular sensor.  

 

Then the configuration manager sends this result to its counterpart in gateway 

layer and the gateway will refer to the uniform resource identifier (URI) of 

services and results got from above to configure sensors.  

 

Last but not least, the respond of configuration result (success or fail) will be sent 

back and the log will be stored for later use. The whole operation flow of this 

process will be illustrated vividly and clearly in picture 2.5 below. 

 

             Back-end layer       Gateway layer        Frond-end layer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic 2.5: operation flow of Service Operation Management 

 

 Event Alarming 

One of the significant features of WSN is that it is able to provide prompt 

alarming to users for various purposes.  

 

This process originates at sensors which do some monitoring. When they have 

detected some parameters which have met particular requirements, they issue 

alarming information immediately to gateway.  

 

After these messages are routed in gateway layer, they are finally arrived at 

alarming manager which is deployed at the back-end (application) layer. The 

alarming manager may inform users who have recorded relevant events and also 

deliver messages to system state manager for updating the current state of the 

system. The whole operation flow of this process will be illustrated vividly and 

clearly in picture 2.6 below. 
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Pic 2.6: operation flow of Event Alarming 
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3 System Hardware 

3.1 Sensor Nodes Hardware Overview 

Hardware selection of the wireless sensor network is a complex process because each 

application may have different demands such as size, cost, power consumption and 

some other functions. “In an extreme example, a sensor should be less than 100 g, be 

substantially cheaper than US$1, and dissipate less than 100 μW [13]”.  

 

In more cases in our real life, convenience, efficient power consumption and cost 

instead of other features come in top three parameters and those are designers and 

consumers mostly care about [14]. So the tradeoff between cost and functions should 

be taken into deep and comprehensive consideration for designers and consumers 

when they select hardware. 

 

As we discussed above, due to the diversity of thousands of applications applied in 

WSN, there is no uniform standard. But when we study the components of a sensor 

node, it is usually uniform which almost all sensor nodes are made up of five basic 

components: controller, memory, sensor, communication units, and power supply 

units. Picture 3.1 gives a general overview of the structure [14]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic 3.1: general structure of sensor node hardware [14]. 

3.2 Sensor Nodes Hardware Components 

3.2.1Controller 

Controller works like the brain and pivot which is the supreme commander of a sensor 

node. Its main functions include gathering data from sensor nodes and doing some 

handling on the collected data. Also, other operations such as when and how to 
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communicate with whom are determined by the controller.  

 

A large variety of programs can be run on controller such as different communication 

protocols and various application level independent programs. As different 

applications may have various requirements on controller, so the trade-off between 

features and cost is a main and important consideration for designer and consumer. 

 

The general purpose controller is widely applied due to its suitability to variety of 

systems. It consumes too much energy although it is quite powerful so simpler 

processer is introduced. This simpler controller is also called microcontroller and it 

differs with the general purpose controller at the lack of memory management. 

However, it is usually deployed in embedded systems. The following reasons lead it 

very suitable for embedded systems: it is compatible to devices in the system; 

moreover, its power consumption is low; thirdly, memory is built inside of it; last, we 

can make programs in it. Furthermore, its most significant feature of low power 

consumption leads it very suitable for WSN applications. To be more specific, it will 

enter a sleep mode after executions for saving energy [13].  

 

A typical example of programmable controller is Digital Signal Processor which is 

applied in digital signal processing applications. Its major responsibility is handling 

data from other devices. However, its functions do not fit the WSN which requires 

simple, convenient and low power consumption operations because DSP is more 

applied for complex data handlings.[14] 

 

Given it is the core of a sensor node, we propose several examples here. The Intel 

Strong ARM [15] is very popular in WSN deployment at early stages while it has died 

out during the rapid development of technology. Recently, Texas Instruments MSP 

430[16] and the Atmel ATmega 128L [17] occupy majority of the market and 

technical details can be found in [16] [17]. 

3.2.2 Memory 

Memory works like storage and there are several kinds of memory widely used and 

applied. One is random access memory (RAM) which allows reading and accessing 

information inside of the memory in a free and random way. Moreover, the operating 

speed is independent of the location of information which is required. But its main 

defect is the stored data may disappear when the system confront a power-off accident. 

So it is usually applied for temporary storage. Based on different types of information 

stored, it can be categorized into two types: static random access memory (SRAM) 

and dynamic random access memory (DRAM). 

 

The other one is called read only memory (ROM) which only permits to perform 

reading operations. So information stored in this kind of memory cannot be 

exchanged and modified rapidly and conveniently. However, this disadvantage makes 
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it very stable and even the system powers off suddenly, it still can protect its data 

completely. Due to the simplicity of its structure and convenience of reading, it is 

widely used in steady storage and derives many relative memories such as 

Programmable ROM (PROM), Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory 

(EPROM), One Time Programmable Read Only Memory (OPTROM), Electrically 

Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM), flash memory and so on. 

 

Programmable ROM (PROM) utilizes currency to make changes of inside 

components for storing information but it can only be imported once. 

 

Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EPROM) is a modified ROM which can 

be erased and reprogrammed by applying high voltage. [18] Its main advantage is its 

reduplicative usage. 

 

One Time Programmable Read Only Memory (OPTROM) and Electrically Erasable 

Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) apply similar principles in writing as 

EPROM. The minor differences are OPTROM cannot be erased after importing data; 

EEPROM uses electrical field to realize erasing and there is no quartz window 

applied in it. 

 

In flash memory, there is a threshold value which is used for programming operations 

and flash memory is usually used in conditions like there is no enough room in ROM 

or sudden interruption of power supply. [19] 

3.2.3 Sensor 

The wireless sensor network cannot complete particular cell tasks except 

communications without the support form sensors. Sensors are the basic working 

units which execute specific tasks such as monitoring or measuring conditions of the 

environments. They are deployed at the bottom of the architecture and controlled by 

other units. [20] 

 

As the development of technology and increasing demands from consumers, sensors 

are becoming smaller, multi-functional, power efficient and low cost. Following the 

reference of [20], sensors can be sorted into three types: Passive, unidirectional 

sensors, Passive, narrow-beam sensors and Active sensors. More details are discussed 

below. 

 

 Passive, unidirectional sensors 

This kind of sensor can measure parameters of the environments without moving 

because it can complete detections and measurement from all directions and this 

is why we call it unidirectional sensor. It is passive not only since it will not 

initiate to perform measurements but also it is usually self-sufficient which means 

the power it consumes is acquiring from the environments. [21]  

http://baike.baidu.com/view/3558.htm
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Typical examples cover kinds of various sensors for detecting physical 

parameters such as temperature, humidity, vibration and all types of chemical 

elements such as the density of oxygen and carbon dioxide. [22] 

 

 Passive, narrow-beam sensors 

Like its name, this type is also passive but the main difference between this kind 

of sensor and the one above is that they execute detections from certain directions. 

They can only measure in a particular direction and have to spin when they are 

required to detect another direction. Diverse types of cameras are the classical 

examples of this sensor. [20] 

 

 Active sensors 

These kinds of sensors are totally different from the others above since they 

initiate their sensing measurement actively. More strict restricts are required for 

these sensor such as accurate and powerful antenna. [20] 

 

We have talked about the main differences among various types of sensors above. 

However, they all contain some similarities. For example, it should be carefully taken 

into consideration for the detecting range of all these sensors. To be more specific, the 

distance between sensors and the acceptors should be formulated in order to perform 

precise and reliable measurements. Models which have been study and set up are 

referred in papers. [23] 

 

In a word, different sensors are suitable for different situations with various users’ 

requirements so designers or users have to make comparisons of sensors about their 

cost, size, power consumption and so forth. 

3.2.4 Communication Units 

3.2.4.1 Transmission Medium Selection 

The communication units are the devices deployed in sensor nodes and used for 

receiving and delivering information among nodes. The devices for wired 

communication are usually ready-made. When we talk about wireless communication, 

the transmission medium should be taken into consideration and most common 

medium may contain radio frequencies, optical communication, and ultrasound. [5] 

 

Among these mediums, radio frequencies method is the most suitable one for WSN 

applications because it not only can cover a large scale but also may maintain a high 

transmission rate and a relative low error rate. In real applications, the frequency 

range should be elaborately picked out and most widespread frequency is between 

433 MHz and 2.4 GHz. [24] 
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3.2.4.2 Transmitter Characteristics 

Following what we discussed above, transmitter characteristics are introduced which 

leads us to select suitable transmitters. 

 

The first and foremost one is power consumption efficiency. As we have talked many 

times, the energy supplied in WSN especially in sensor nodes is quite limited, so this 

characteristic becomes so necessary and significant. In order to achieve better power 

consumption efficiency, transmitters have to change their states promptly and 

accurately because power consumption of various states differs a lot and more details 

will be described in 3.2.4.4 Transmitter operation states. [25] 

 

Frequency range is another important factor. Different transmitters may be suitable for 

different frequency ranges according to users’ various requirements. Transmitters 

which can operate in more than one frequency range can be deployed in more 

situations. [26] 

 

Some modulations and coding methods are offered by transmitters and designers can 

freely pick appropriate solutions. 

 

The data rate which plays a major role is determined by parameters such as 

modulations, coding method, frequency range etc. we can adjust these relative 

parameters to reach a suitable and ideal rate. 

3.2.4.3 Transmitter Structure 

Usually the transmitter structure comprises of two components: Radio Frequency (RF) 

front end and the baseband processor. 

 

 Radio Frequency (RF) front End 

Its main function is to process analog signals and perform frequency conversion. [27] 

It is made up of components such as The Power Amplifier (PA), The Low Noise 

Amplifier (LNA) and some other oscillators and the general structure of it is 

illustrated in picture 3.2. [24] 
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Pic 3.2 RF front End [24] 

 Baseband processor 

Its major tasks include all digital signal processing and all information exchange with 

other elements in the same node or in other nodes. 

3.2.4.4 Transmitter Operation States 

Usually the whole operation can be partitioned into four states [20]: transmitting, 

receiving, idle and sleep. Following paragraph will describe in depth of them 

respectively. 

 

Transmitting: in this state, all elements for transmitting are active and operate 

appropriately. 

 

Receiving: similar to transmitting state, all correlative components are active and 

power consumption of these two states will be discussed later. 

 

Idle: there is a state for transmitters to get preparations for receiving before actual 

receiving operation. In this state, all components used for receiving are ready and the 

other elements are turned off to reserve energy. [28] 

 

Sleep: in the sleep state, almost all of elements are turned off. The sleep state can be 

further divided into complete sleep mode and light sleep mode according to the states 

of elements, recovery time and start energy [29]. 

3.2.5 Power Supply Units 

Power supply units play a vital role in the whole system due to two reasons. One is 

that they have to keep energy efficiently and offer it in demanded standard because 
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the system’s power source is usually limited. The other one is a recently popular 

technology about charging power from node external power source persistently such 

as solar energy. [30] 

 

The traditional and common power supply units are batteries while power scavenging 

provides a new mentality to supply power for sensor nodes. The following parts will 

give a brief introduction about these. [13] 

3.2.5.1 Battery 

Conventional batteries rely on electrochemistry reactions to provide power supply and 

they can be further divided into two categories: nonrechargeable and rechargeable. 

[20] When we talk about batteries, the following aspects should be taken into 

considerations. 

 

 Capacity 

The capacity of batteries is measured by energy per volume so the optimization 

goal is to enlarge the capacity and, at the same time, decrease the volume and 

reduce the cost. The battery may contain many different power consumption 

models inside since sensor nodes use up quite different quantity of power to 

perform various executions. [31] 

 

 Self-discharge 

Self-discharge is the percentage of capacity reduction against the initial Capacity 

without load during a unit time at a standard temperature after fully charged e.g. 3% 

per month. [31]. the lower the self-discharge is, the better performance the battery 

will have.  

 

 Efficient recharging 

Efficient recharging usually comes up with requirements of battery in two aspects: 

one is there is no remembering effect on recharging in the battery. The other one 

is the recharging performance can be accomplished in relatively low current. 

Achieving these two goals, recharging will be quite efficient. [13] 

 

 Relaxation 

The relaxation effect is one important feature for battery which we cannot neglect. 

Similar to self-recharging, batteries may recharge in some degree due to the 

chemical diffusion inside but relaxations occur at situations that batteries are 

used-up or almost used-up. Relaxations can extend the life span of battery so they 

should be exploited reasonably. [32] 
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3.2.5.2 Power Scavenging 

Nowadays, power scavenging is becoming popular with the rapid development of 

technology. Here we introduce some common approaches. 

 

 Solar energy 

Solar energy can be used for recharging power of sensor nodes but the capability 

of recharging is different at outdoors or interiors and various technologies are 

appropriate for different scenarios. So trade-off about cost, recharging efficiency 

etc. should be taken into considerations. [13]  

 

 Temperature changes 

In theory, small temperature changes may be utilized to generate power. For 

instance, 10 Kelvin can be transformed into handsome energy. But in real 

situations, the transformation rate is worse than theoretical value. [20] 

 

 Vibrations 

Vibrations are common physical phenomenon and we can see them everywhere. 

For instance, buildings may have small amplitude fluctuations which are caused 

by a heavy passing vehicle. These vibrations can be transformed to energy in 

many ways such as electromagnetic, electrostatic, or piezoelectric principles. [33] 

 

In summary, in order to better show the different types of energy density, a table is 

depicted below  

 

Energy source Energy density 

Batteries (zinc-air) 

Batteries （rechargeable lithium） 

1050-1560 mWh/cm3 

300 mWh/cm3(at 3-4 V) 

Energy source Power density 

Solar (outdoors) 

 

Solar (indoors) 

 

Vibrations 

Acoustic noise 

 

Passive human-powered systems 

Nuclear reaction 

15mW/cm2(direct sun) 

0.15 mW/cm2(cloudy day) 

0.006 mW/cm2(standard office desk) 

0.57 mW/cm2( <60 W desk lamp) 

0.01-0.1 mW/cm3 

3∙ 10−6 mW/cm2 at 75 dB 

9,6∙ 10−4 mW/cm2 at 100 dB 

1.8 mW (shoe inserts) 

80 mW/cm3，106 mW/cm3 

Table 3.1 Comparisions of energy sources [13]. 
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3.3 Sensor Nodes Classification 

After we introduce and understand the question “what kinds of devices deployed on 

sensors nodes?” it is the moment to refer the classification of sensor nodes from the 

hardware point of view. Generally speaking, we can roughly sort sensors nodes into 

three classes which are show below.  

 

1. These types of sensors are small and there is not much energy supplied, whereas 

it is very cheap. The target application field contains monitoring all kinds of 

surrounded conditions and logistical processes. 

 

2. This type of sensor has multiple functions and it can be recharged for many times. 

The target application field includes tracking relevant parameters in sports, health 

monitoring and some other mobile applications. [34] 

 

3. Sensors in this category are very trustworthy and powerful while they may 

consume more energy. They own similar capabilities of an embedded computer 

so they are usually applied in areas with harsh demands and strict such as 

industry and the military. [35] 

3.4 A Sensor Node Hardware Example 

In this paragraph, an example is introduced to further describe the hardware in a 

sensor node in depth. As sensors are usually classified into main nodes and sub nodes 

so here we introduce hardware of these two kinds of sensors respectively.  

3.4.1 Main Nodes Hardware 

The main nodes mainly comprise by three different parts which are main boards 

(MN-MAIN), sensor board (MN-SEN) and SAN communication board (MAN-SAN). 

(Shown in picture 3.3 [36])  

 

On the main boards (MN-MAIN), MCU and GSM/GPRS chips are selected properly 

and a SD card is used as a local memory. In order to greatly decrease the power 

consumption of the system in SLEEP mode, we apply a real time clock (RTC) to 

precisely keep time which does not wake up the MCU often. Furthermore, the power 

consumption management (such as battery management, current monitoring and so on) 

of the whole system is achieved. [36] 

 

On the sensor board (MN-SEN), a serial of Low Density Sensors (LDS) are deployed 

while given the large power consumption and high price, there is only one set 

deployed in each SAN field. Sensors execute coordinately and harmoniously through 
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some small signal circuits integrated on this board. 

 

The main function of SAN communication board (MAN-SAN) is communication and 

positioning so according devices are deployed such as GPS, RFID reader and 

IR-UWB receiver. 

 

Pic 3.3: Main node hardware: sensor board (MN-SEN) is on the left, main board 

(MN-MAIN) is in the middle and SAN communication board (MAN-SAN) is on the 

right. [36]  

3.4.2 Sub Nodes Hardware 

We can see the deployments of components on the sub nodes board in picture 3.4[36]. 

There is MCU on sub nodes board too but the power consumption is much lower 

compared to that on main nodes boards. Moreover, High Density Sensors (HDS) 

which are cheaper, consume less power consumption and execute in lower data rate 

are deployed on sub nodes boards. 2.4 GHz transceiver and IR-UWB transmitter are 

used for SAN communications. Power supply subsystem on this board consists of 

power management array and some button batteries. RTC is deployed for the same 

objectives as in MN. 

 

Pic 3.4: Sub node hardware [36]. 
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4 System Software  

4.1 Protocols Stacks 

4.1.1 Mac Protocols  

4.1.1.1Overview 

In wireless sensor network, the main functions of medium access control protocols 

include making decisions on usage modes of wireless channels, allocating limited 

wireless sources among sensor nodes and being applied to basic structure of the 

bottom of wireless sensor network. Therefore, MAC protocols play significant role in 

the performances of wireless sensor network and they are the key protocols to ensure 

high quality and efficient communication in wireless sensor networks. 

 

Resources (such as energy, bandwidth, storage volume, computation capability and so 

on) distributed to a single sensor node are quite restricted so one single sensor node 

cannot execute powerful functions by itself. However, the whole sensor network can 

complete many powerful tasks due to the cooperation of every single node. 

Communications among these nodes need the coordination of the distribution of 

wireless channels which is executed by MAC protocols. When we design MAC 

protocols in wireless sensor networks, the following aspects should be taken into 

consideration seriously. 

 

 Efficient power consumption 

Power suppliers of sensor nodes are usually batteries, button cells etc. and they 

are hardly to recharge. Therefore, in order to ensure the performances of wireless 

sensor network and meet different requirements, MAC protocols should consume 

power as efficient as possible. 

 

 Extensible 

Due to the continuous changes of the number, locations and distribution density 

of sensor nodes, the topology of wireless sensor network is dynamic. So the MAC 

protocols should be extensible to fit the dynamic changes 

 

 Network efficiency 

Network efficiency is another important factor which contains fairness, real-time, 

throughout of network and usage ratio of bandwidth etc. 

 

The importance degree of these parameters decreases from top to down side because 
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of the limited power supply at sensor nodes. The sensor nodes cannot recharge by 

themselves or the suppliers are not so abundant so power conservations become the 

first and foremost factor. In traditional networks, nodes can get adequate power 

supply continuously such as electrical equipments in offices or intermittently but 

promptly such as laptops and cell phones. Moreover, the whole topologies of 

traditional networks are relatively stable which means vibration and frequency of 

changes are minor. Therefore, in traditional networks, MAC protocols pay their 

attentions to the fairness of bandwidth usage and increase the effective usage of 

bandwidth. It follows that the sequence of these significant factors are revise in 

wireless sensor network and traditional networks which indicates that MAC protocols 

used in traditional networks are not suitable to wireless sensor networks. We should 

study and propose new MAC protocols which are appropriate to wireless sensor 

networks. 

 

In order to save power consumption, some conclusions about main reasons causing 

wastes are summarized though a lot of researches and theoretical analysis in wireless 

sensor networks. [37] 

 If MAC protocols compete to use the shared wireless channels, the data which are 

transmitted among nodes may collide during the data transmissions. This will 

cause the retransmission of data which consume more energy. 

 

 Sensor nodes may receive and process some useless information which depletes 

more power consumption of receiving sectors and processing sectors in sensor 

nodes. 

 

 Sensor nodes may keep idle listening to detect possible receiving data when they 

do not need to transmit data. Excessive idle listening also causes more power 

consumption. 

 

 During the controlling process of allocation of communication channels, 

excessive controlling messages may also deplete too much power consumption. 

 

As we mentioned above, the states of communication units include delivering, 

receiving, listening and sleeping. Power consumption of these states decreases in the 

proper sequence. Therefore, in order to reduce the power consumption, MAC 

protocols in wireless sensor networks usually adopt the strategy of applying listening 

and sleeping in turn. When there is data needed to be transmitted, sensor nodes will 

send data or listen. When there is no data needed to be transmitted, sensor nodes will 

enter the sleep mode to reduce the power consumption. In order to avoid the missing 

of data transmission during the sleep state, sensor nodes must coordinate the duration 

of listening and sleep [38]. Furthermore, MAC protocols themselves should be simple 

and efficient to avoid too much power consumption on them. 

 

Researchers have different classifications about MAC protocols while there are still 
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no united categories. We can sort them by the following factors. The first category is 

sorted by distributed controlling or concentrated controlling. The second one is 

depending on single shared channel or multiple channels and the last one is lie on 

fixed channel distributions or random channel distributions. Here we can apply the 

third method to sort MAC protocols into three types 

 Channels applied Time division multiple access (TDMA). It allocates fixed time 

division of wireless channels to sensor nodes which may avoid interference 

among nodes. 

 

 Channels applied random competition. Sensor nodes randomly select channels to 

transmit data which may decrease the interferences among nodes as much as 

possible. 

 

 Other MAC protocols usually apply frequency division multiple access (FDMA), 

code division multiple access (CDMA) etc. to allocate wireless channels to 

achieve no collision among nodes. 

 

The following paragraphs will introduce MAC protocols according to the 

classification above and analyze their features such as efficient power consumption, 

extensibility, network efficiency and so on. 

4.1.1.2 Contention-based MAC Protocols 

Contention-based MAC protocols allocate channels according to their needs. When 

sensor nodes need to send data, they compete to use these channels. If collision 

happens, there is a pre-defined strategy for data retransmission until the transmissions 

successfully accomplish or abandon. Typical contention-based random access MAC 

protocol is carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). The distributed coordination 

function (DCF) in IEEE 802.11 protocol adopt the protocol of carrier sense multiple 

access with collision avoidance (CSMA-CA) which is the representative of contention 

based MAC protocol [39]. Based on IEEE 802.11 protocol, researches propose many 

WSN suitable contention based MAC protocols and some of them will be introduced 

then. 

4.1.1.2.1 IEEE 802.11 MAC Protocols 

There are two main access controlling methods in IEEE 802.11 protocols: distributed 

coordination function (DCF) and point coordination function (PCF). Since it is hard to 

detect the collision of signals in wireless channels, it has to adopt the random 

withdraw way to reduce the possibility of collision.  

 

In DCF, after sensor nodes have detected the channel is busy, they may adopt 

CSMA-CA and random withdraw time to share wireless channels. In addition, all 
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directional communications may send active acknowledgement (ACK) so if there is 

no ACK received, the sender will retransmit data again. 

 

PCF is an optional controlling method which is based on uncontested access with 

priority. It coordinates data transmissions through visiting access point (AP) and 

check transmission requests by polling. 

 

Other protocols include sensor MAC (S-MAC) [37], timeout MAC (T-MAC) [40] sift 

MAC [38] and more details about IEEE 802.11 MAC protocols can be found in [39]. 

4.1.1.3 TDMA based MAC Protocols 

Time division multiple access (TDMA) is a simple and mature technology to achieve 

channel allocations and Bluetooth is based on this protocol. It is applied in wireless 

sensor networks to allocate independent time slot for data transmission to every 

sensor node and nodes enter the sleep state when the time slot becomes idle. 

 

The features of TDMA are very suitable to the requirements of efficient power 

consumption. For instance, there is no retransmission problem after collisions in 

TDMA; too much controlling information is not needed for data transmissions; sensor 

nodes may get to sleep mode promptly when they are idle. However, TDMA requires 

very strict time synchronization and this synchronization is a basic requirement for 

wireless sensor network because almost all of WSNs apply listen/sleep switching 

technology and this requires time synchronization to achieve automatically switching. 

Moreover, different sensor nodes have to cooperate to complete tasks which also need 

synchronizations.  

 

However, TDMA protocols have some defects in extensibility. For example, it is hard 

to adjust the length of a time slot and the allocation of time slots. Also, it is not 

flexible very well to changes of topology such as movement of sensor nodes. Last, it 

is not so sensitive to changes in data volume of sensor nodes. So under the 

consideration of the defects and along with its advantages and WSN applications, 

researchers propose several TDMA based MAC protocols which will be introduced 

below. 

4.1.1.3.1 Clustered Based MAC Protocols 

Reference [41] proposes cluster based MAC protocols in wireless sensor network 

with cluster architecture. As we talked above, all sensor nodes form several clusters 

and there is a cluster head in each cluster. The cluster head is responsible for 

allocating time slots to nodes, collecting and processing data from sensor nodes in its 

cluster and finally send these gathered data to coverage point. 
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In this kind of MAC protocols, sensor node states can be classified into sensing, 

relaying, sensing & relaying and inactive. In sensing state, nodes gather data and send 

it to adjacent nodes. In relaying state, nodes receive data from other nodes and relay it 

to next node. In sensing & relaying state, nodes perform these two actions and when 

there is no data needed to receive and transmit, nodes will enter the inactive state. 

 

In order to adapt the active changes in sensor nodes, discover new sensor nodes and 

deploy nodes with high energy to transmit data, the protocol can be sorted into four 

periodical phases. 

 

 Data transmission.  

Sensor nodes send gathered data to the cluster head during its own time slot. 

 

 Refresh.  

Sensor nodes inform current state of its own to the cluster head. 

 

 Refresh caused recombination.  

After refreshing, based on current state of sensor nodes, the cluster head 

reallocate time slots to them. 

 

 Event driven recombination. 

When certain events such as network topology changes happen, the cluster head 

will reallocate time slots. 

 

In a word, cluster based protocols reallocate time slots after refreshing and 

recombination. The cluster head which plays significant role in these protocols has 

strong capability of processing and communicating so it consumes much energy. 

Therefore, how to properly select the cluster head becomes a comprehensive and 

important question. 

4.1.1.3.2 DEANA Protocols 

Distributed energy-aware node activation protocols (DEANA) [42] divide time 

frames into periodical scheduling access stage and random access stage. Scheduling 

access stage comprises successive data transmission time frames and certain time 

frame is distributed to particular sensor node for transmitting data. Except according 

receiving nodes, other nodes enter sleep state during this time frame. Random access 

stage consists of multiple continuous signaling exchange time frames to handle 

processes such as nodes add-in and move-out, time synchronization and so on. 

 

Compared with traditional TDMA, DEANA protocols add a controlling time slot in 

front of data transmission time slot which make sensor nodes enter sleep state when 

they are idle. However, these protocols raise high time synchronization requirements 
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to sensor nodes. 

4.1.1.3.3 TRAMA Protocols 

Traffic adaptive medium access (TRAMA) protocols [43] divide the operation 

duration to successive time slots and adopt distribution election to choose friction-free 

senders. Meanwhile, it reaches power conservation goals by the ways such as idle 

nodes keep in sleep mode. TRAMA protocols contain neighbor protocol (NP), 

schedule exchange protocol (SEP) and adaptive election algorithm (AEA). [43] 

 

In TRAMA protocols, in order to adapt the changes of network topology such as 

nodes failure or add-in, the whole operation duration is divided to alternant random 

access period and scheduling access period. The number of time slots for these two 

periods is case independent. Random access period is mainly used for network 

maintenance such as new nodes’ add-in etc. more information about TRAMA 

protocols can be found in [43] 

4.1.1.4 Other Types of MAC Protocols 

Although there are many advantages of TDMA based MAC protocols, they still 

confront many restricts such as weak network extensibility, strict time 

synchronization and so on. Researchers consider combining FDMA or CDMA with 

TDMA to distribute non-interfering channels to sensor nodes. In this way, collisions 

in shared channels are avoided and the extensibility is enhanced. 

4.1.1.4.1 SMACS/EAR Protocols 

Self-organizing medium accesses control for sensor networks/ eavesdrop and register 

(SMACS/EAR) [44] protocols combine TDMA based and FDMA based fixed channel 

distribution MAC protocols. Their general ideas are to allocate a particular frequency 

to a pair of neighbor nodes for data transmission. The frequencies differ in various 

pairs to avoid data collisions. 

 

SMACS protocols are mainly used for setting up links among quite nodes whereas 

EAR protocols are applied to build links among quite nodes and a few mobile nodes. 

The fundamental ideas of EAR are that mobile nodes detect invitation messages from 

quite nodes, based on signal strength, node ID etc. to determine whether to set up the 

links. If mobile nodes think it is necessary to build links, they will exchange 

corresponding information. 
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4.1.1.4.2 CDMA based Channel Distribution Protocols 

CDMA can provide orthogonality address codes to users so information may overlap 

in frequency, time and space. CDMA in WSN is to provide orthogonality address code 

to sensor nodes so that information can be transmitted at the same time and this is a 

way to solve the collision problems in channels. 

 

Reference [45] proposes a MAC protocol which combines CSMA/CA and CDMA. 

This protocol is extensible which can adapt the topology changes very well. Moreover, 

it does not need strict time synchronization which is requisite in TDMA based MAC 

protocols. Also, compared to contention based MAC protocols, it needs not data 

retransmission which reduces the cost of transmitting controlling messages. On the 

other hand, complex CDMA coding is a prerequisite which proposes high 

requirements on computation of sensor nodes. Furthermore, it deploys two sets of 

transmitters which increase the size and cost of sensor nodes. 

4.1.2 Routing Protocols 

4.1.2.1 Overview 

Routing protocols are responsible for transmitting information groups from source 

nodes to destination nodes which mainly covers two functions: first one is to search 

the optimizing routes among source nodes and destination nodes and the other one is 

to properly transmit data following the optimized routes.  

 

The primary goals of traditional wireless network are to provide high quality services 

and efficiently utilize the bandwidth. So protocols in these networks are mainly used 

for looking for the shortest path from source nodes to destination nodes. At the same 

time, their main objectives contain improving the operation rate of whole networks 

and avoiding communication congestions etc. power consumption is not a major 

concern. 

 

However, sensor nodes only store limited energy and hardly recharge in wireless 

sensor networks. So protocols applied in WSN have to be power efficient. 

Furthermore, a WSN usually contains a large number of sensor nodes which means 

individual node can only obtain regional topology. That requires routing protocols can 

complete optimizing routing selection based on limited information [39].  

 

Wireless sensor networks are quite dependent on applications so different applications 

may apply diverse routing protocols. In addition, routing in WSN is usually related 

with data mixing to reduce power consumption by decrease communication traffic. In 

conclusion, routing protocols in wireless networks are not suitable to wireless sensor 
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networks. 

 

Generally speaking, routing protocols in WSN should contain following features. 

 Energy preferential 

As mentioned above, due to the quite limited energy in sensor nodes, it becomes 

the primary designing objective that prolonging the operation life cycle in WSN. 

Therefore, issues should be taken into consideration such as nodes’ power 

consumption, energy balance in the whole network etc. 

 

 Analysis based on local topology 

In wireless sensor networks, communication usually adopts multi-hop to conserve 

energy. However, sensor nodes in WSN cannot store much data nor complete 

comprehensive routing computations due to limited storage and computation 

resources. Under these constrains, it is a fundamental consideration for how to 

achieve simple and efficient routing. 

 

 Data oriented 

In traditional routing protocols, addresses are usually regarded as the 

identification of nodes and judgment of routing. Whereas sensor nodes are 

deployed randomly in WSNs and their focuses are sensing data in detecting areas. 

In WSNs, transmitting approaches are data oriented and based on communication 

modes and flows etc. 

 

 Application relative 

WSNs are applied in various environment and different communication modes so 

there is no uniform mechanism which is suitable for every application. This 

approves that WSNs are application relative. Therefore, designers need to aim at 

every application to propose appropriate plans. 

 

In allusion to the features depicted above, routing protocols in WSNs have to meet the 

following requirements: 

 Efficient power consumption 

In WSNs, we should not only choose protocols which consume less energy by 

themselves but also select protocols which lead balance power consumption of 

the whole network. Due to the limited power resources, protocols in WSNs 

should be simple and efficient for data transmission. 

 

 Extensibility 

The scale of the network is quite different because of various nodes density. 

Actions such as nodes failure, new nodes add-in or movement of nodes may 

cause the topology changes. So it is necessary for protocols in WSNs to be 

extensible to adapt these alterations. 

 

 Robustness 
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There are many uncertainties such as environment changes, nodes failure, and 

energy use-up and so on which require the protocols to be robust. 

 

 Rapid convergence 

Owing to the dynamic changes in network topology, restricts on energy and 

bandwidth, protocols applied in WSNs should converge rapidly to reduce the cost, 

adapt the changes in network topology and improve transmission efficiency. 

4.1.2.2 Classifications 

Researchers propose various classifications according to different applications but 

there is no clear and intact partition till now. From the application point of view, we 

sort routing protocols into four types: energy sensing routings, query based routings, 

location based routing and reliable routing. The following part will discuss them in 

more details. 

4.1.2.3 Energy Sensing Routing 

4.1.2.3.1 Energy Routing 

Energy routing is one of earliest proposed protocols in wireless sensor networks. It is 

based on available energy in one sensor node or energy requirements on transmission 

paths to select paths. The available energy in one sensor node is the remaining energy 

of certain node and this protocol is usually applied in ideal conditions. 

4.1.3.3.2 Multi-path Energy Routing 

Traditional routing protocols usually select minimum hop from source to destination 

to transmit data. But in WSNs, energy of certain node will be used up if particular 

path is used frequent. Further it may cause node failure which may decrease the life 

cycle of the whole network. As a result of this, Rahul and C.Shah propose a novel 

multi-path routing [46].  

 

In this protocol, many paths are set up between source point and destination point. 

Then each path will be given a possibility based on power consumption of 

communication and remaining energy. This may consume energy of the whole 

network balanced which will prolong the life of the whole network. 

 

Three phases are introduced in this protocol: path setting up, data transmission and 

routing maintenance. Since the possibility allocated in paths is related with energy, 

power consumption of communication can be scattered to multiple paths and in this 
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way, power consumption of the network can be meanly decreased and the life cycle 

can be prolonged as much as possible. 

4.1.2.4 Query Based Routing 

4.1.2.4.1 Directed Diffusion Routing 

Directed diffusion is a query based routing mechanism [47]. Convergence nodes send 

out interest message to query and flooding is applied to deliver the interest message to 

the whole area or nodes in particular field. The interest message is responsible for 

query and used for expressing the interested information of users such as temperature, 

humid etc. during the transmission of interest message, the protocol forms a data 

transmission gradient on each node from source node to convergence node. Then 

sensors deliver gathered data following the direction (from source node to 

convergence node). 

 

Directed diffusion is split to three stages: interests’ diffusion, gradient establishment, 

paths sharpening. It is a typical data oriented routing protocol. Convergence nodes 

define different task types and target parameters based on various application 

requirements and then broadcast interest messages to start routing establishment. The 

medium sensor nodes set up data transmission gradient and automatically form 

multiple transmission paths. After that, it selects one optimized data transmission path 

based on path optimization criterions and intensifies it. Further, it periodically repeats 

the former three stages to actively adapt node failure, topology changes and other 

conditions. However, the flooding of interest diffusion consumes much energy and 

time so there may be conflicts when sleep mode is introduced in the rock-bottom 

MAC protocols. 

4.1.2.4.2 Rumor Routing 

In some WSN applications which the volume of data transmission is little, directed 

diffusion is not an efficient routing protocol because it requires flooding of interest 

messages and optimized path enhancement to optimize the data transmission path. As 

a result, Boulis et al propose the rumor routing which is appropriate to little 

transmission data WSNs. [48] 

 

Rumor routing brings in random transmission of query messages which overcomes 

the too much cost caused by flooding. Its general idea can be expressed as: sensor 

nodes generate agent messages which spread outward following random path. At the 

same time, convergence nodes send out query messages also following random path. 

When agent messages and query messages meet together, an intact path is generated 

from convergence node to event area. 
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Compared to directed diffusion, rumor routing reduces the cost of routing 

establishment to a great degree. However, the selected data transmission path in 

rumor is not the optimal one because it is generated randomly. Moreover, there may 

be routing loop exiting. 

4.1.2.5 Location Based Routing 

In WSNs, sensor nodes need to know their location information for data gathering. 

For instance, in fire prevention applications, firefighters should realize not only the 

fire alarm but also know the position of the fire.  

 

Location based protocols assume the locations of target nodes or areas are known 

beforehand and we use this information to select routings. Then nodes transmit data to 

destination point in particular strategy. The precision of location is related with cost so 

different degrees of accuracy of location information are selected in various 

applications to transmit data. 

4.1.2.5.1 GEAR Routing 

Geographical and energy aware routing (GEAR) [49] establishes optimal routing 

paths from convergence point to event area based on location information. In this way, 

it avoids flooding so it greatly reduces the establishment cost. 

 

GEAR routing assumes that each node knows its own location and remaining energy 

and a simple information exchange is applied through hello messages to acquire the 

location information and remaining energy of neighbor nodes. The wireless links in 

GEAR routing are symmetrical. 

 

In GEAR routing, query propagation includes two phases. Firstly, convergence point 

sends out queries to nearest nodes in its area based on the location information. Then 

the nearest node delivers the queries to other nodes in the area. Detection data follows 

the reverse path of queries to be delivered to convergence points. 

4.1.2.5.2 GEM Routing 

There are three main forms for storing detection data in WSNs: local storage, external 

storage and data-centric storage [50]. In local storage, nodes firstly store detection 

data in their local memories and send relative data to convergence points after 

receiving queries. In external storage, after nodes gather the detection data, they will 

actively send data to convergence point whatever the convergence point is interested. 

In data-centric storage, detection data firstly is named and then reflected to a 
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particular location by certain strategy and nodes will deliver relative data to these 

reflected positions after detection. Then nodes which are nearest to the node are 

responsible for receiving data and processing data fusion and storing in local memory. 

 

In local storage, data which is transmitted is all convergence point interests and the 

network transmission rate is high. But large storage room is required for all nodes. 

Moreover, convergence point can only acquire query data after a long delay. In 

external storage, nodes send gathered data promptly to convergence point which may 

improve the reaction of sudden events in WSNs. However, detection data is 

continuously delivered to convergence point which may cause two disadvantages: on 

the one hand, some of the detection data is not interested by convergence point so it 

wastes a lot of energy. On the other hand, network hotspots are easy to generate 

around convergence point which may decrease throughput rate of network. 

 

Data-centric storage selects various responsible nodes in the network to realize 

detection data diffusion and storage. It is a pattern between the local storage and 

external storage because it strikes an average on query delay, power consumption and 

storage volume etc. since various events may happen in WSNs, data-centric storage 

can keep the balance of communication throughput, storage volume which prevents 

network hotspots generating. 

 

GEM routing is one location based routing which is suitable to apply data-centric 

storage. [51] Its general idea is to set a virtual polar coordinate system (VPCS) to 

express the real network topology. Nodes in the network form a ringed tree whose 

root is the convergence point and each node is described by the distance and angle 

between the node and the root. Routing among nodes is achieved through this ringed 

tree. 

4.1.2.5.3 Location Based Protocols with Boundary Alignment 

In real WSN applications, the cost of routing is very high if every node needs to know 

its precise location. The research direction of location based routing is to reduce the 

number of nodes which require concrete location information as many as possible and 

the relay on precise location information. Literature [52] proposes a method which 

can perform accurate routings with only little precise location information.  

 

Its general idea is to set up a global coordination system firstly based on its own 

location information. Then the locations of other nodes in this coordination system are 

determined. Last, routings are performed based on the location of the coordination 

system. In addition, nodes which know their location information are some special 

symbol nodes. 

 

After locations of all nodes are set down in the coordination system, routings are 
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generated by greedy algorithm. Therefore, the key point of protocol is to build the 

global coordination system and to determine the locations of nodes in the coordination 

system. Literature [52] describes three kinds of strategies for this. The first one is 

border nodes are all symbol nodes. The second one is two symbol nodes are applied. 

The last one only uses one symbol node.  

 

In contrast with GEAR protocols, protocols with boundary alignment only require 

location information of a few nodes which reduce demands on sensor nodes and cost 

of deployment. However, nodes have to make a lot of information exchange to 

determine the global coordination system and locations of nodes in the system which 

cost much communication. Moreover, the coordination system in protocols with 

boundary alignment is close to the actual locations of nodes and the topology changes 

simply. 

4.1.2.6 Reliable Routing 

4.1.2.6.1 Overview 

Some WSN applications propose high requirements on reliability of data transmission 

so to deliberate reliable routing protocols has become a significant aspect in WSN 

protocol researches. Because of the limited power supply and harsh environment, 

sensor nodes are easy to fail which increases difficulties in reliable protocols suitable 

to WSNs. 

 

At present, researchers propose two approaches for reliable routing protocols: one is 

to take advantages of redundancies of nodes to offer multiple paths to ensure 

reliability. The other one is based on estimates of transmission reliability to guarantee 

the reliability of transmission of each hop. Besides, real-time characteristic is required 

in some WSN applications. 

4.1.2.6.2 Disjoint Path Based Multi-path Routing 

Multi-path is introduced in WSN to increase the reliability of data transmission and to 

realize balanced overload in the network. In multi-path routing, it is the primary issue 

that how to establish multi-path from source nodes to convergence nodes. In directed 

diffusion routing, convergence nodes flood interest messages to form transmission 

gradient and then multiple paths are set up from sources to convergence nodes. 

Finally a main path is selected out by the path sharpening message. When the main 

path fails, directed diffusion reestablishes it through periodical and low speed 

flooding. 

 

A multi-path routing is proposed in [53] and its main idea can be concluded: a main 
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path from source node to convergence node is established firstly and then multiple 

spare paths are set up. Data is transmitted in the main path and the spare paths keep 

their availability by transmitting data in a low rate. When the main path fails, a second 

main path is selected from the spare paths. 

 

Refer to methods of multi-path establishment; two main approaches are discussed in 

[53] which are disjoint multi-path and braid multi-path. More details can be found in 

[54]. 

4.1.2.6.3 ReInForM Routing 

In WSNs, sensor nodes are regarded as data sources to send gathered data to 

convergence nodes. ReInForM (Reliable Information Forwarding using multiple paths) 

routing considers parameters such as the reliability demand, channel quality and hops 

from sensor nodes to convergence nodes to decide the number of paths used for 

transmission. 

 

The general operation flow of ReInForM routing can be summarized as: firstly, source 

nodes calculate the number of transmission path required based on reliability of 

transmission. Then, the transferring nodes are chosen out from neighbor nodes and 

paths are distributed to each node in proportion. Lastly, source nodes send data 

nameplate which contains the allocated paths to neighbor nodes. After receiving data 

from source nodes, the neighbor nodes will change to source nodes and repeat the 

above process. 

4.1.2.6.4 SPEED Protocol 

In some WSN applications, convergence nodes need to react promptly or even in real 

time which requires the transmission speed should be kept in a high level from sensor 

nodes to convergence nodes. Under these conditions, SPEED protocol is introduced. 

 

It is a real-time routing protocol which realizes the data transmission guarantee, 

network congestion control and overload balance etc. it firstly exchanges transmission 

delay to obtain the condition of network overload. Then nodes make routing decisions 

based on information such as local location and transmission speed. At the same time, 

it guarantees the transmission speed is over a threshold value through neighbors’ 

feedbacks. After that, nodes avoid links with too long delay. 

 

SPEED protocol consists of four main parts: 

 

 Delay estimating.  

It is used for obtaining the overload of whole network and judging if there is 

congestion. 
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 SNGF algorithm (stateless non-deterministic geographic forwarding).  

Its main function is to select proper next hop which satisfies transmission speed 

requirements. 

 

 Neighbor feed loop (NFL).  

It is a make-up when SNGF cannot find appropriate next hop. 

 

 Reverse alternation.  

It is used for congestion control and routing cavity. 

4.2 Operation System 

4.2.1 Overview 

Main functions of operation system may include managing resources such as memory, 

power etc. distributing various resources to users to coordinate different processes and 

communication among these components [55]. These are some general tasks 

operation system can complete while WSNs usually should provide several particular 

operation systems to meet certain requirements. For instance, power efficient event 

requires effective power management. Moreover, components in WSNs should be 

convenient and efficient. 

 

All of these requirements need a suitable operation system, especially an efficient 

power management in WSNs. We will discuss related issues in the following part. 

4.2.2 Demands on Operation System in WSNs 

We can regard WSNs as cooperative, distribution-oriented and self-organizing 

operation systems which are made up of large numbers of small, low-cost, 

power-limited multi-functioned sensor nodes.  Due to the specialties of WSNs, 

demands on operation system in WSNs are quite different from traditional operation 

systems.[56] Therefore, we should study and design operation systems which are 

suitable to WSNs based on diversity of applications, limited resources, distributed 

tasks and other traits. 

 

A few researchers consider the hardware of WSNs is very simple so it is unnecessary 

to design a special operation system and we can design applications direct on 

hardware. However, we will confront many problems holding this opinion. First one 

is that it increases the difficulties for designing applications since developers have to 

program direct on hardware which cannot get sufficient services from traditional 

operation systems. The other one is that reusability of software is bad which makes 
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developers cannot inherit existing results and reduce the efficiency. 

 

Besides, some researchers want to apply existing embedded systems such as Linux, 

VxWorks and so on. Since these operation systems mainly face complex applications 

in embedded field, their functions are also relatively complicated and the codes are 

relatively long. For instance, they offer virtualization, real-time, dynamic memory 

distribution etc. in consideration of limited resources in WSNs, these operation 

systems can hardly execute regularly. 

 

Due to the specialties of WSNs, the operation system must efficiently utilize the 

limited memory and power, low speed processor and communication units in sensor 

nodes. Moreover, it should support to various applications as much as possible.  

 

In WSNs, there are two prominent features in sensor nodes. One is high concurrency 

which means operation system should perform many executions at the same time. The 

other one is sensor nodes are usually sort to many modules. The operation system can 

conveniently execute controlling and recombination of applications can be performed 

in an easy and convenient way. [57] 

 

The features mentioned above propose new challenges to the operation system design 

in WSNs. After a comprehensive comparison, analysis and realization, researchers 

scheme out the TinyOS which can satisfy the requirements above. 

4.2.3 Operation System Structures 

As we all known, layered structure is the most widespread and traditional in structure 

of protocols where protocols are placed on top of each other and the one on the top 

can utilizes the functions offered by the lower one. Although there are so many 

advantages of this layered architecture, it is still not appropriate to applications in 

wireless sensor networks. 

The component model is a more popular structure for WSNs in recent years. It is not 

like layered structure which sorts the system into layers. System is partitioned into 

small well defined components with executive functions. For example, 

communication component, power supply component etc. 

 

The major difference between the component model and layered structure is that, in 

components model, it cancels restricts among neighbors in different layers which 

brings a lot of convenience and simplicity to operations. Furthermore, it not only 

avoids many structuring issues in protocol stack but also is very suitable to WSNs 

applications. 

 

An example (TinyOS) of operation system is shown below and we will discuss the 

advantages, flexibility and suitability to WSNs in more details. 
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4.2.4 Dynamic Power Management 

4.2.4.1 Overview 

As we know, in order to conserve energy, many components have to enter sleep mode 

after execution and they need to be rouse up before they start to work. The frequency 

and possibility must be well controlled and it is the tasks of the operation system to 

make plans as a whole. However, dynamic power management (DPM) is still a tough 

issue for operation systems. [58] 

 

The first and foremost issue of dynamic power management is to decide the time 

duration and power consumption of components when they switch from one mode to 

another one. To solve this problem, more complicated algorithms should be 

introduced which may cause more complexity and cost to the system. It is a novel 

area so there are only several instances discussed in references. [59] [60] 

4.2.4.2 Possibility Based State Switching Strategy 

Literature [61] studies on the issue of nodes switching among different modes. They 

first assume nodes are scattered randomly in certain field and events happen at a 

certain possibility which makes it easy for them to calculate the possibility of next 

event after certain event has been executed. The possibility can also be used for 

choosing the deepest states from some spare ones. 

 

Besides, possibility of missing events is taken into consideration and more 

descriptions about this strategy can be found in [61]. Other strategies for mode 

switching are depicted in literatures. [62] [63] 

4.2.5 TinyOS Operation System 

In WSNs, the resources of a certain node are quite limited so there are many problems 

if we adopt traditional process scheduling. For instance, hardware cannot offer 

enough support. In addition, the frequency of concurrency is high which makes 

traditional process scheduling maladjustment. Therefore, the adoption of simple light 

scheduling and two-level scheduling can efficiently utilize the limited resources in 

sensor nodes. In these modes, general light process follows the FIFO rule to schedule 

and hardware processor can react promptly to hardware failure.  

 

In aspects of communication protocols, the limited resources such as CPU and power 

in sensor nodes make much concurrent communication so traditional communication 

protocols cannot adapt this environment. After researches, the key protocol in TinyOS 
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is active communication protocol which is an event-driven, powerful and concurrent 

pattern. In an event-driven operation system, single process can be shared by different 

processing logics. TinyOS is an event-driven embedded operation system, so system 

modules can respond rapidly and promptly to events from active communication 

protocol which effectively increases usage rate of CPU. 

 

Except high CPU usage rate, the combination of active communication protocol and 

two-level scheduling makes contributions to efficient power consumption. The key of 

energy conservation is to settle down when sensor nodes transfer to sleep mode. The 

event-driven mechanism states the accomplishment of tasks after communications 

then CPU can enter sleep mode and wait for the next event to activate it. 
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5 Technologies Applied in WSNs 

5.1 Locations 

5.1.1 Overview 

In location technology, sensor nodes are classified to beacon node and unknown node 

according to whether their own locations are known. Beacon node can acquire its own 

accurate locations through deployment of GPS on itself. It occupies a little proportion 

and is the reference point for unknown nodes. [64] 

 

Except beacon nodes, all other nodes are unknown nodes which determine their own 

locations through the location of beacon node. Picture 5.1 shows beacon nodes and 

unknown nodes in a WSN [64]. In the picture, M represents beacon node and S stands 

for unknown node. Node S communicates with other node S which has known its own 

location or its neighbor node M to calculate out its own location. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic 5.1 Beacon nodes and unknown nodes in WSN [64] 

5.1.2 Elementary Terms 

 Neighbor nodes.  

All other nodes which are in the nodes’ communication range are called neighbor 

nodes. 

 

 Hop count.  

The number of hops between two nodes is called hop count. 

 

 Hop distance.  

The sum of distance of hops between two nodes is called hop distance. 
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Fixed devices which have known their own locations are used for cooperating 

with other nodes’ location. Examples are base station, satellite. 

 

 Time of arrival (TOA).  

The time duration of signal transmission from one node to another node is called 

time of arrival. 

 

 Time difference of arrival (TDOA).  

Time difference of two different speed signals sent from one node to another node 

is called time difference of arrival. 

 

 Received signal strength indicator (RSSI).  

This parameter shows the strength of received signals which is called Received 

signal strength indicator. 

 

 Angle of arrival (AOA).  

The angle between the received signal and the node’s own axis is called angle of 

arrival. 

 

 Line of sight (LOS).  

There is no barrier between two nodes which can communicate directly. The 

relation of these two nodes is called line of sight. 

 

 No line of sight (NLOS).  

There are barriers between any two nodes. 

5.1.3 Classification of Location Algorithm 

In WSNs, locations algorithms are usually classified into following categories. 

 

 Range based and range free location algorithms 

This classification is based on whether to measure the distance among nodes during 

the location procedure. It sorts location algorithms into two kinds: range based and 

ranges free [65]. The range between neighbor nodes is required for location in the 

former method and it utilizes the real range to calculate the locations of unknown 

nodes. In contrast, the latter method does not care the absolute distance and location 

and the estimated distances among nodes are used to compute the locations. 

 

 Incremental and concurrent location algorithms. 

Based on sequence of location, location algorithms can be partitioned into 

Incremental one and concurrent one [66]. The incremental algorithm starts location 

from beacon node and extends outward in sequence. Nodes determine their locations 

gradually. The main defect of this method is that the measuring error is accumulated 

and propagated. In concurrent algorithm, all nodes determine their locations at the 
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same time. 

 

 Beacon based and beacon free location algorithms 

According to whether the beacon node is introduced, location algorithms can be 

sorted into Beacon based one and beacon free one [67]. In the former method, beacon 

node is set as reference node during the location process. All other nodes may 

generate the absolute coordination system after locations. However, the latter one only 

cares about relative locations among nodes and the beacon node is not required during 

location procedure. All nodes take their own as reference points and bring other nodes 

in their self-defined coordination system. Adjacent coordination systems switch and 

merge in sequence and generate a whole relative coordinate system finally. 

5.1.4 Range Based Location Algorithm 

The range based location algorithm determines locations through measuring the actual 

distances and locations among neighbor nodes and the procedure can be subdivided to 

three phases. The first phase is called distance measuring phase. Nodes firstly 

measure the distance and angle of neighbor nodes and then calculate the distance and 

location of beacon nodes. The distance among nodes and beacon nodes can be 

computed by two ways: computing the straight distance among nodes and beacon 

nodes; distance of hops can also be regarded as approximation of the distance. The 

second phase is to determine locations. After calculating the distance and angle 

among node and three or more than three beacon nodes, trilateration, triangulation and 

maximum likelihood estimation [68] are introduced to compute the coordinates of 

nodes. Amending phase is the third phase which optimizes the calculated coordinates 

to increase precision and reduce error. 

 

In range based location algorithm, common methods to measure the distance and 

location of nodes include TOA, TDOA, RSSI and AOA etc. therefore, the algorithm 

can be further subdivided into TOA based location, TDOA based location, RSSI based 

location, AOA based location and so on. More details about these algorithms refer to 

[69] [70] [71]. 

5.1.5 Range Free Location Algorithm 

Although range based location algorithm can realize precise location, it usually raises 

very high requirements on hardware of sensor nodes. Taking cost and power 

consumption into consideration, researchers propose the range free location technique. 

The range free location algorithm does not require absolute distance and location of 

nodes which greatly lessen requirements on hardware. However, the location error 

increases accordingly. [72] 

 

There are two main range free location algorithms existing now: one is to estimate the 
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distance between node and beacon node in advance, then trilateration and maximum 

likelihood estimation are introduced for location. The other type is to determine the 

area containing the unknown node through neighbor nodes and beacon nodes. Then 

the centroid of this area is regarded as the coordinate of the unknown node.  

 

Though the precision of the range free location algorithm is not so high, it still can 

satisfy the requirements on majority of applications. There are several ways to 

calculate the centroid such as DV-Hop algorithm, amorphous algorithm, APIT 

algorithm and so on. Literatures [73] [74] show more details and examples of these 

algorithms. 

5.2 Synchronization 

5.2.1 Overview 

For distributed systems, there is local time stored in different nodes. Due to deviation 

existing in crystal oscillator, temporal changes and electromagnetic interferences, the 

clock of nodes may deviate gradually even though all nodes synthesize at a certain 

time. But time synchronization is required for cooperation in distributed systems. 

Therefore, time synchronization is a key method for the fundamental structure of 

distributed system. 

 

Time synchronization in distributed system includes two concepts: physical time and 

logical time. Physical time is used to express the absolute time applied in humans’ 

society. The logical time is a relative concept which depicts the sequence of events. In 

addition, distributed system usually demands a system clock to describe the overall 

clock and this overall clock can either be the physical time or logical time. 

 

The synchronization technology has been applied widely in traditional network 

applications. For instance, network time protocol (NTP) is an example of protocol 

which uses time synchronization. Other examples include GPS, wireless measuring 

etc. similar situations happen in WSNs. For example, synchronization can be applied 

to form distributed waves, to compose TDMA scheduling and data diffusion among 

sensor nodes. On the basis of time synchronization, the destination detection of time 

array can be used to estimate the speed and directions of the targets. The distance 

between nodes and the sources and location of sources can be determined through 

measuring the propagation time. 

5.2.2 Requirements on Synchronization in WSNs 

There are many constrains for nodes in WSNs. For example, the cost cannot be too 

high; the tiny size cannot contain many synchronization devices and so on. Therefore, 
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price and size become the greatest bounds. Most of sensors nodes only resume limited 

power inside so power consumption should be taken into consideration.  

 

The major concerns of current synchronization focus on how to achieve maximum 

precision with minimum error whereas they have not paid enough attention on the 

cost of computation and communication and the power consumption. Due to the 

features of WSNs and restraints on energy, cost and size, NTP, GPS and some other 

synchronization mechanism are not suitable to WSNs which need to redesign or 

modify the time synchronization mechanism to satisfy the requirements of WSNs. 

 

Generally speaking, the following aspects should be taken into considerations when 

we design time synchronization mechanism in WSNs. 

 

 Extensibility. 

In WSN applications, both the deployment range and the node density in the 

range vary a lot. Hence, time synchronization has to adapt the alterations of the 

range and the node density. 

 

 Stability. 

As the environment and nodes themselves keep changing along with the 

alterations of topology of the networks, the continuity and stability of time 

synchronization must maintain during the dynamic topology changes. 

 

 Robustness. 

Many factors may cause the failure of sensor nodes. Besides, local environments 

may have influences on wireless communications. Consequently, robust is a 

prerequisite for time synchronization mechanism. 

 

 Convergence. 

Since the topology of WSNs dynamically alters and the energy is restrained, all 

these restricts demand a short and rapid set up of time synchronization which can 

inform nodes whether they have become synchronization. 

 

 Energy sensing. 

In order to reduce power consumption, the exchange messages used for 

maintaining synchronization should be as less as possible. Moreover, based on 

energy distribution of the networks, time synchronization should consume power 

averagely to realize efficient use of energy. 

 

Since WSNs are applications related, it is hard to adopt uniform time synchronization 

for various applications. Even in one application, time synchronization may be 

required on different layers and each layer may propose diverse requirements on 

synchronization. So designers need to analyze based on concrete situations. 
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5.2.3 Synchronization Theories 

5.2.3.1 Synchronization Theories in Traditional Networks 

Many synchronization theories have been proposed in traditional networks such as 

C/S mode which is a common mode. Time servers periodically send synchronization 

messages which contain current time to clients. If the delay from server to client is 

shorter than the expected precision, only one synchronization message is needed to 

achieve synchronization between server and clients. It is usually extended that clients 

generate synchronization requests and server responds to these requests. The delay on 

single way is estimated through measuring the overall return time. 

 

This idea is applied into NTP which is used as synchronization protocol in internet. 

NTP is proposed by professor Mills in Delaware university of USA. Its designing goal 

is to transmit uniform standard time on the internet. [75-77] it is realized through 

specified time servers on the internet to offer accurate time to clients. Moreover, these 

servers may compare with each other to increase the precision. Tree topology is 

applied in NTP protocol and more details can be found in [75-77]. 

5.2.3.2 Synchronization Theories in WSNs 

NTP has been widely applied on internet due to its high precision, good robustness 

and extensibility etc. but it can hardly be deployed in WSNs because it prerequisites 

can hardly be satisfied by WSNs. Moreover, the network structure of NTP is stable 

which is convenient for nodes at different locations to manually configure time 

servers. However, simple and static manual configuration cannot adapt the dynamical 

changes on topology of WSNs.  

 

In NTP protocol, time synchronization among standard time servers cannot realize by 

wireless network itself. It requires the cooperation from other infrastructure such as 

GPS which is not deployed in some WSNs. NTP need to exchange information 

frequently to adjust the time error and remove uncertain interferences from 

information transmission and processing by complicated amending algorithms, which 

requires there is no restraint on CPU usage, channel listening and occupation. In 

contrast, WSNs must consider power consumption carefully due to the limited 

resources. 

 

GPS can provide very high quality services but it need to be deployed at a high cost. 

Furthermore, GPS system cannot be applied in some situations such as indoor, forest, 

submarine. Only few nodes in WSNs deploy GPS devices which provide standard 

time to the whole WSN. 
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J.Elson and K.Romer proposed the research top of time synchronization in WSNs in 

august of 2002 which attracted many interests in the field. A large number of 

universities and institutes start to study on this area and propose many theories. 

Among numerous theories, RBS (Reference Broadcast Synchronization), 

TINY/MINI-SYNC and TPSN (Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks) are the 

three most elementary synchronization methods. [78]  

 

RBS theory proposed by J.Elson is based on receiver-receiver. One node broadcasts 

standard time packets. Any two nodes in the broadcast range record the arriving time 

of standard time and exchange the recorded time to achieve synchronization. [79] 

 

TINY/MINI-SYNC is a simple and light synchronization theory. It assumes the time 

excursion of two nodes is linear and estimates the optimal offset between two nodes 

through exchanging packets, which reduce the complexity of algorithm. [80] 

 

TPSN applies layered structure to achieve synchronization in the whole network. All 

nodes are classified by their layered structure and described the distance among 

themselves and root node. Every node synthesizes with the node one layer above 

through pairs of sender-receivers to finally synthesize with root node. The detailed 

introduction of these three theories refers to [81-84]. 

5.3 Security 

5.3.1 Overview 

In most non-commercial applications such as environment detection, forest fire 

protection etc. security is not a significant issue. However, in other fields such as 

wireless firewall in commercial and some applications in military, security plays a 

vital and important role. 

 

The start point of security in WSNs and in traditional networks is similar which is 

used to solve the following problems. 

 Secrete issues. 

All sensitive data must keep secretes during its storage and transmission. Anyone 

cannot directly acquire the content of the signals when capture the signals. 

 

 Point to point authentication issue. 

When nodes receive messages from other nodes, they have the capability to 

ensure these messages are sent from particular node rather than others’ 

personating. 

 

 Integrity identification issue. 

When nodes receive a data packet, they can identify if the data packet is the same 
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as it is sent and there is no modification by middle nodes or communication error. 

 

 Freshness issue. 

Data posses timeliness which means nodes can identify if the received packets if 

the newest generated packet by the sender. There are two main reasons causing 

this issue. One is that the uncertainty of multi-path delay causes disordering of 

receiving data. The other one is caused by replay attack from venom nodes. 

 

 Security management issue. 

Security management includes security guide and security maintenance. Security 

guide describes the process that a network system follows predetermined 

protocols to form a uniform, intact, security protected and connected security 

network.  

 

In traditional internet networks, security guide process includes identification 

authentication between communication participants, the consult on authentication 

and encryption keys and so on. For WSNs, security guide is the most important, 

most complicated and most challenging part because traditional ways to solve 

security guide problem can hardly be applied due to the computation complexity. 

The main research fields of security guide contain key update in communication 

and alteration in security caused by alterations of networks. 

5.3.2 Solutions to Security Issues in WSNs 

Security issues should be taken into consideration by every layer of network although 

each layer may pay attention to different aspects. To be more specific, physical layer 

places emphasis on security encipher. Link layer and network layer focus on 

encryption technology for data frame and routing information. Application layer pay 

its attention on key management and exchange and provide security support for lower 

layers. 

 

Solutions for security issues in WSNs are different from those for traditional networks 

because the WSNs have various features compared to traditional networks. Main 

characteristics of WSNs include limited storage volume and computation capability, 

lack of knowledge on deployment of later nodes, confined bandwidth and 

communication power and application dependency. 

 

It is a very wide and vibrant area for security issues in WSNs. SPINS (Security 

Protocols for Sensor Network) [85] is the popular and practical solution for security 

issues in WSNs. It has taken sufficient and deep consideration in confidentiality, 

integrity and freshmen. But this solution only analyzes simplest sharing method for 

major secret key which makes other security methods rely too much on base station. 

This requires that base station must be deployed in secure fields which restrict the 

flexibility of applications a lot.  
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Besides, there are some more questions needed to be taken into account which SPINS 

lacks. The first one is SPINS does not think over the information leak of secret 

channels. Secondly, there are no thorough solutions if nodes are captured. Thirdly, 

DoS attack is neglected. There are some supplement methods in random secret 

distribution to remit these questions. 

 

Watermark is a branch of security technology. It is difficult to extract, to modify and 

to fake using watermark technology so it is widely applied in many applications such 

as counterfeiting. In WSNs, watermark is used to indicate the identification of data 

generator and keep the information during data diffusion. This information can be 

used for judging the reliability of data. Watermark is a application layer authentication 

technology. 

5.3.3 Security Analysis in WSNs 

Hidden troubles of security in WSNs are the openness of deployment area and 

broadcasting of radio networks. The openness of deployment area indicates that 

WSNs are usually deployed in areas which clients cannot monitor. So it is possible for 

enemy to make damages.  

 

Broadcast feature of radio networks indicates that communication signal is exposed in 

physical space. Any devices which match the frequency, amplitude and phase with 

sending signals can capture integrate communication signals. This feature makes the 

deployment of WSNs very efficient because continuity of network can be easily 

achieved when a certain deployment density is ensured. However, it also brings 

hidden security problems at the same time. Examples are listed below. 

 

 Information leak. 

Wireless signal is propagated in sphere wave in physical spaces so any 

communication devices in the communication range can easily detect the signals. 

Enemies are able to acquire WSNs’ tasks, steal sampled data or even occupy the 

network resources through monitoring the information transmitted on the network. 

The adoption of light communication can solve this leak problem but its 

single-track also brings a lot of difficulties on deployment of network and 

multi-direction communication. 

 

 Spatial attack. 

The sharing feature of wireless communication entirely exposes the transmission 

channels. The attackers are able to assault directly to wireless network 

infrastructure through sending same frequency radio waves. There are many 

methods for spatial attacks such as duplication and forge of information and 

information interference etc. which makes the WSNs into palsy and cannot 

provide correct data. 
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According to these attacks, in a broad view, the defense methods of sensor nodes can 

be classified to actively defense and passively defense. Actively defense means that 

before the network confront attacks, nodes actively take defense actions. For instance, 

authentication and encryption on delivering data, received data packets are checked 

by digital signature, integrity identification etc.  

 

Passively defense indicates that after the network confronts attacks, nodes take steps 

to reduce the influences. For example, the system is shut down when it meets 

congestion, after that, we inspect periodically to estimate the influences caused by 

attacks and recover communication during the stops and intervals of attacks. 

5.4 Data Management 

5.4.1 Overview 

In real applications, we can inquire and analyze the sensing data gathered by WSNs to 

effectively monitor the physical world. For instance, we do some effective monitoring 

from the traffic management system. Information can be collected by the WSNs from 

disaster areas. In these applications, data can be sorted into two types: one is static 

data such as information to depict sensor features. The other one is dynamic data 

which is sensed by sensors themselves.  

 

These sensing data constitute a large data collection which is managed by some 

software. This software system is called data management system in WSNs. Data 

management in WSNs is different from traditional data management since it does not 

put sensing data together to CPU for processing. It tries its best to analyze and process 

data inside of WSNs which is called in-network processing [86] [87]. It may greatly 

reduce the power consumption which prolongs the life cycle of the whole WSN. [88] 

[89] 

5.4.2 Data Management System Structure 

Nowadays, there are four main structures which are applied in data management 

system. They are centralized structure, semi-distributed structure, distributed structure 

and layered structure. We will describe them one by one. 

5.4.2.1 Centralized Structure 

In centralized structure, inquiring of sensing data and visiting to WSNs are relatively 

independent. The whole process can be subdivided two steps: firstly, sensing data is 
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transmitted from WSNs to central servers in a stated way. Then query can be 

performed at central servers. This method is very simple but the central server may 

become the bottleneck of the whole system. Moreover, since all data must be 

delivered to central servers, the communication cost is very high. 

5.4.2.2 Semi-distributed Structure 

Sensor nodes have certain capability of computation and storage so they can do some 

processing on raw data. Most of current researches focus on the semi-distributed 

structure and two popular representatives are Fjord system structure referred in [90] 

and cougar system structure introduced in reference [87] [91]. 

5.4.2.3 Distributed Structure 

Distribution structure assumes that each sensor possesses high capabilities such as 

storage, computation and communication. Sensors firstly sample and detect events. 

Then a hash functions is introduced and every event is stored in the node which is 

nearest to the hash function. This method is also called distributed hash method [92] 

[93]. Same hash function is used for query. This structure allocates both 

communication and computation to sensor nodes. 

 

The defect of distributed structure is that we assume sensor nodes possess same 

capability of computation and storage as normal computers. It is only suitable to key 

words based query since its communication cost is high. 

5.4.2.4 Layered Structure 

According to the defects mentioned above, reference [94] proposes a layered structure. 

This structure contains sensor network layer and proxy network layer and integrates 

many technologies such as in-networking data processing, adaptive query and content 

based query etc.  

 

In sensor network layer, each sensor node possesses definite computation and storage 

ability and performs three main tasks: receiving commands from proxies, performing 

local computing and delivering data back to proxies. Commands received by sensor 

nodes may include: sampling rate, transmission rate and operations needed to execute. 

 

Nodes in proxy layer possess more powerful capabilities such as storage, computation 

and communication. Five major tasks are completed by proxies: receiving queries 

from clients, sending controlling commands or other information to sensor nodes, 

receiving data from sensor nodes, processing queries and sending results back to 

clients. After receiving data from sensor nodes, proxy nodes execute these operations 
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step by step and finally give results back to users. This approach may allocate tasks of 

computation and communication to each proxy node. 

5.4.3 Data Model and Query Language 

5.4.3.1 Data Model 

Current researches of WSNs data model mainly focus on traditional relation modeling, 

target relation modeling and time sequence modeling etc. some researches regard 

sensing data as the relationship of multiple nodes and take the whole WSN as a 

distributed data system. Some researches treat the whole network as a distributed data 

system comprised of multiple distributed data currencies. Other researches adopt time 

sequence and possibility modeling to express the time feature and uncertainty of 

sensing data. In the following part, Tiny DB is introduced an example of data 

modeling. [95] [96] 

 

The data model of Tiny DB system is a simple extension of traditional relation model. 

It defines data of WSNs as simplex and infinitely long virtual relationship tables. This 

table contains two main characteristics. The first property is sensing data such as 

voltage, temperature etc. the second one is used for depicting sensing data such as 

identification of sensor node, types and units of sensing data etc. each data generated 

by each sensor node in the network is shown in one line in the table. Therefore, the 

whole virtual table can be regarded as an infinite data currency. If sensing data is 

required, we just need to inquire this infinite virtual relation table. 

5.4.3.2 Query Language 

There are many prominent properties in sensing data from WSNs such as real-time, 

periodicity, uncertainty and so on. Till now, main query methods include snapshot 

query, continuity query, event-based query, accuracy based query and so forth. Aiming 

at these attributes of sensing data, it is significant to design a general, simple, efficient 

and extensible language. 

 

An example is shown here which is also about Tiny DB system. The query language 

of this system is based on SQL query language so it is also called Tiny SQL. It 

supports many operations such as selection, projection and setting of sample 

frequency, grouping focusing, assembling function defined by clients, life cycle query 

and so on. At present, it can only perform finite functions and more details can be 

found in literature [95] 
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5.4.4 Data Storage and Indexing 

5.4.4.1 Overview 

Data centric is a key attribute of WSN. We have discussed a lot of routing algorithms 

and communication protocols which are data centric [92-96]. Apart from these 

algorithms and protocols, WSNs should also provide a flexible and data centric data 

storage method. In data centric storage systems, data generated by each node is stored 

at certain sensor nodes. We can conveniently and easily find out corresponding data in 

the whole WSN according to the name of data. This paragraph will go in depth about 

data storage and indexing. 

5.4.4.2 Naming and Method of Data Storage 

Naming is the basis of the data centric data storage method. Since there are multiple 

naming methods, we can select proper one based on concrete applications. Two 

widely used methods are layered naming and attributes-value naming. 

 

Data centric storage uses data names to store and inquire data. It realizes data storage 

by a mapping from data names to sensor nodes [92] [97]. Although we have talked a 

lot about data centric data storage, there is still no concrete method introduced. A 

specific example of data centric data storage is called hash function based method and 

details about is can be found in [97].  

5.4.4.3 Layered Indexing Structure 

When people are not very clear what they are looking for in the WSNs’ data, they 

usually observe all the data from WSNs following a top-down process and then may 

find out some interesting events. For instance, “which area is the highest temperature?” 

WSNs which support users’ query usually adopt approximation. 

 

DIMENSIONS are a data centric data management system used in wireless sensor 

network which supports data query. It utilizes the coefficient of wavelet to do large 

scale approximation query processing. More details are referred in [98]. 

5.4.4.4 Query Processing Methods 

In WSNs, we can monitor physical phenomenon in certain environment through 

inquiring and analyzing the sensing data. Query of data in WSNs can be classified 

into following types: [98] [99] 
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 History query. 

It indicates to query historical data in WSNs. 

 

 Snapshot query. 

It means to query the data which happens at certain timing. 

 

 Continuity query. 

It focuses on the variations in WSNs during a certain period. 

 

Query methods can be broadly sorted to two types: one is centralized query and the 

other is distributed query. Both methods possess merits and demerits so which one is 

better is dependent on specific situations. 

5.4.4.4.1 Centralized Query Method 

There are two main steps for this method: first one is that acquiring data periodically 

from WSNs and storing data at a central database. The second one is to do query 

processing at the central database. There may be overlaps on time for these two steps. 

 

This method is suitable to historical data query but it also contains several defects. For 

example, if the period of data storage at central database is too long or the frequency 

of generating sensing data is too high, this method cannot approve offer all required 

data from WSNs. In order to solve this problem, data is required frequently from 

every sensor node and sent to central database. Obviously, it is infeasible in real 

applications because it may use up the energy of each node rapidly and, at the same 

time, generates a lot of redundancy data.  

 

It is unnecessary to extract data from the whole WSN to satisfy one certain query. 

Sensor nodes possess certain capability of processing and storing so distributed 

operations such as processing and storing can be executed on sensor nodes. In this 

way, data transmission is greatly reduced and the power consumption of nodes and the 

whole network also are decreased. Furthermore, the real-time responds of query is 

improved. Centralized query is appropriate to applications which are supplied by 

enough resources. 

5.4.4.4.2 Distributed Query Method 

In order to solve problems in centralized approach, Cornell University proposes the 

distributed query method [98] [99]. In distributed query, query request determines the 

acquired data from WSNs and it does some processing on assembling inside of the 

network. Different queries may obtain various data and only acquire query related 

data from WSNs.  
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5.4.5 Assembling Operations 

Assembling is one of the most useful operations in query and its processing technique 

is the key component of query in WSNs. Centralized assembling and distributed 

assembling are introduced here as examples. 

 

In centralized assembling, all sensors firstly deliver their data to clients and execute 

the assembling operations at the client side [100]. In contrast, distributed assembling 

indicates that multiple sensor nodes execute assembling operations in WSNs, which 

means every participated sensor node executes complete or partly assembling during 

the process of sensing data routing and finally assembles the results of routings to 

clients. 

5.4.6 Continuity Query Technique 

Query in WSNs is a distributed processing technique which generally consists of 

global query processor and local query processor at each sensor node. Talking about 

query techniques, we should start from the local query processor at sensor nodes and 

here a continuity query technique which is suitable to local query processor at sensor 

nodes is introduced. 

 

In WSNs, sensor nodes generally generate real-time data currents. Hence, the 

objectives of query in WSNs are a large number of real-time currents and continuity 

query is a common and frequent-used query.  

 

After a user hands in a continuity query, the global processor decomposes the query to 

a series of sub-queries and delivers them to corresponding sensor nodes to be handled 

by local processors. These sub-queries are also continuous and needed to scan fitter 

and synthesize related real-time data currents to generate successive results for 

sub-queries. Then these results are sent back to the global processor and further 

synthesized before finally delivered back to users.  

 

The local processors at sensor nodes are the key of continuity query. Similar to global 

continuous query, the continuous sub-queries in local processors also execute for a 

long time. Sensor nodes and features of data generated by them change constantly 

during the long term execution of continuous queries. Therefore, local processors 

must adapt the changes of their surroundings. 
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6 Power Consumption Modeling 

As we have discussed before, power consumption is playing a vital role and becoming 

the most important emphasis in WSN system deployment because some sensors 

especially the sensors at sub nodes use battery as their power suppliers which only 

contain limited energy. In order to make sensors’ working life longer, it is very 

necessary and significant to find out an efficient way to consume energy in sensors. 

On this basis, there is a need for us to firstly and clearly know how many steps there 

are in an operation cycle and how much energy each step consumes.  

 

In this paragraph, we propose an operation cycle based model and in each stage of the 

operation cycle, the actions are analyzed and power consumption of these actions are 

formulated and calculated. The whole operation cycle is illustrated in picture 4.1 and 

it can be split into five stages in our proposed model. We will discuss it in more 

details in the following paragraph. 

 

 

Pic 6.1 The whole operation cycle 

6.1 Users’ Registration and Requirements 

Selection. 

First of all, users are required to register ahead and record all the physical 

identifications of main nodes and sensor nodes in the database. Then they need to pick 

up their own requirements such as temperature, relative humid, CO2/O2/ethylene 
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concentration and positions according to different demands. As this procedure is 

implemented at users’ side and there is enough power supplied, power consumption of 

this procedure is not important so we leave it out. 

 

In this step, all the main nodes and sensor nodes are stored in warehouses (in our fruit 

transportation example, theses warehouses are usually fixed on ships, trains or trucks) 

and a unique physical identification has been allocated to each main node and sensor 

node. For the sake of energy conservation, they usually switch off or work in a low 

power consumption mode which they listen to the wake up command from servers 

periodically. If they get the wake up command, main nodes will switch on and wake 

up sensor nodes. 

6.2 Servers Discovering and Synchronizations 

Referring to [101], three kinds of link connections are set up during the whole process. 

In this step, SMS links (downlink and uplink) are established to discover sensor nodes 

information such as locations, performances etc. and to achieve synchronizations 

through handshaking. 

 

For the downlink, servers send out a Command SMS (CMD-SMS) to main nodes 

(MNs), if main nodes receive it correctly, then they deliver it to sensor nodes (SNs) to 

acquire their wanted information. Power is consumed by servers at operation center 

and we have adequate power resources for servers at operation center so power 

consumption of downlink can be ignored in our model. 

 

For the uplink, after obtaining their wanted information, main nodes may send a 

corresponding Acknowledgement SMS (ACK-SMS) back to the servers in order to 

inform servers related information and synchronize among themselves. Power 

consumption of SMS uplink is consumed by main nodes which use battery as their 

power supplier so this part of power consumption should be taken into consideration 

in our model. While main nodes only need to work in a low power consumption mode 

(called sleep mode) to accomplish synchronizations and handshaking with servers at 

operation center and power consumption in this low power mode can be calculated as: 

P1 = ISL  × TSL   × V              (1) 

Where 

ISL:   working current in sleep mode. 

TSL :  State duration of sleep mode. 

V:    operating voltage. 
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6.3 Servers Analysis and Sensor Nodes 

Configuration 

After discovering and synchronization, servers at operation center gain all the 

information they need (e.g. positions and states of particular nodes which can execute 

certain tasks) and then they will draw a suitable conclusion for sensor nodes 

configuration and deployment after a comprehensive analysis on the basis of users’ 

requirements and sensors’ information. This conclusion may include which sensor 

nodes should be selected out to fulfill users’ requirements and how they are 

configured. After this suitable conclusion is obtained at the operation center, it will be 

delivered to main nodes and sensor nodes which may be deployed on the ship, train or 

plane and these nodes will be configured and deployed correctly and accordingly. Due 

to the same reason mentioned above (there is adequate power supply at operation 

center), power consumption of this step can be neglected. 

6.4 Sensor Nodes Executing. 

After correct deployment and configuration, sensor nodes can execute according 

atomic services automatically in accordance with users’ requirements during the 

whole process. All of these sensor actions are controlled by two factors: servers at the 

operation center and users. Servers can control sensors on the basis of states of 

sensors and traffic on the network through sending according messages. Users can 

adjust sensors by executing particular commands to change some configurations and 

actions in accordance with sensors’ reports and states. 

 

The whole executing process can be subdivided into several minor steps: 

synchronization keeping, sensor nodes accessing, data collection, data handling etc. 

and we discuss power consumption of each step in details below. 

6.4.1 Synchronization Keeping 

In order to measure the power consumption of synchronization, we need to first 

discuss a little more about what is the majority of power consumption in this step. As 

we all know, power consumption of this step is consumed by two parts: software and 

hardware. 

 

For hardware, owing to the limited power supplied by batteries, the power 

consumption must be strictly controlled by sensor nodes. In order to optimize our 

hardware power consumption plan, we first need to investigate how much power 

consumption each part of hardware consumes. As we have talked above, the hardware 

of a sensor node can be partitioned to five portions from a brand scale view. In these 
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five parts, controller and communication units consume the majority of power. 

Memory and the other two parts only occupy minority of the power consumption. 

Moreover, the proportion is relied on types of sensors to a great extent. Right now, 

low power consumption chips are a good start for reducing the energy and more 

related technology can be found in [102] [103]. 

 

For software, different protocols are taken into consideration because they are usually 

configured for synchronization in wireless sensor networks and they may apply 

various algorithms which will generate diverse effects on power consumption. For 

example, particular protocol may have the function of activation and deactivation of 

radio communication which is performed at media access control layer to minimize 

the power consumption. Moreover, different sampling frequency and synchronization 

intervals are used in various protocols which may lead differences in power 

consumption whereas almost all of this software applies the low power mode (sleep 

mode) to reserve energy. The sleep mode does not mean the sensor nodes are entirely 

turned off. It is just in the state of reduced power consumption to complete limited 

operations. 

6.4.2 Sensor Nodes Accessing and Data Collection 

Four kinds of common access modes are usually applied in this step. They are serial 

access mode, parallel convert mode, event driven mode and hybrid mode.  

 

In serial access mode, all sensors are enquired in turn while the priority of enquiring 

certain sensor can be adjusted by programming. All sensors begin to take samples and 

convey gathered data after they get a starting command and the processing unit needs 

to wait for a particular time and then handle these data.  

 

In parallel convert mode, after a starting command sent to all sensors, the processing 

unit continuously listen to the responses getting from sensors which donates if some 

sensors have finished their tasks or not. If they get a positive response which means 

particular sensor has completed its task, they will transmit the gathered data in a 

first-come-first-serve manner. In other words, sensors which can complete their tasks 

faster have higher priority. Although sensors take samples synchronically while the 

gathered data are transmitted serially. 

 

In event-driven mode, when certain prerequisites are achieved, the processing unit 

starts to receive and deliver data. Although this mode requires sensors must work 

continuously, it is still a very power efficient solution because it greatly reduces the 

power consumption of processing units which consume much more energy than the 

sum of power consumption of all the sensors.  

 

In the forth hybrid mode, it just synthesizes some merits of the former three methods 

above. 
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In this paragraph, our research emphasis is mainly focused on the third method which 

is event-driven mode because this mode is commonly and widely applied in our 

wireless sensor network. In order to derive the mathematic formula of the power 

consumption, we define some attributes in advance below. 

Wpm: The total power consumption of the process module. 

PpuW: Power consumption of processing unit when the microprocessor is working 

PpuS: Power consumption of processing unit when the microprocessor is sleeping. 

T: a sampling cycle. 

fs(i): Frequency of events occurring during time T for the ith sensor. 

Ttr(i): The time duration of the whole process of transmitting data for the ith sensor. 

Tdc(i): The time duration of the whole process of data collection for the ith sensor. 

PS(i): The power consumption of ith sensor. 

Ws: The total power consumption of all of the sensors. 

Then the power consumption of the processing unit can be formulated as: 

Wpm =   PpuW   ∑ Ttr(i)fs(i)

n

1

+ PpuS (T − ∑ Ttr(i)fs(i)

n

1

)      (2) 

The power consumption of all sensors can be calculated as: 

Ws =   T  ∑ PS(i)

n

1

      (3) 

The power consumption of ith sensor executing atomic services can be derived from 

(4): 

PS(i) =   IE(i) × TE(i) × V(i) × KE(i)          (4) 

Where: 

IE(i): working current of ith sensor in executing mode. 

TE(i): state duration of ith sensor in executing mode. 

V (i): operating voltage of ith sensor. 

KE(i): Battery power efficiency factor of ith sensor in executing mode. 

6.4.3 Data Handling 

As we all know, gathered data can be transmitted in two ways: one is transmitted 

directly back to users’ side without any processing which will not consume any more 

power consumption in this data handling process; the other one is that gathered data is 

handled at main nodes or operation centers before it is sent back to users.  

 

There are some reasons which make this process very necessary and valuable. Due to 

users’ requirements and security consideration, encryption should be taken before data 

is sent back. In order to reduce power consumption of transmissions and throughout 
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of network, compression is applied before data transmissions and there is so much 

more such causes which are not listed here. In this section, our concentration is 

mainly about the power consumption of data handling. 

 

Many factors may have influences on the power consumption of data handling such as: 

different data types (text, image and video files), different sizes of data block, 

different ways of data processing etc. so it is very difficult to select only one method 

to measure the power consumption. Here two measurement methods are 

recommended: 

 

 Average battery measurement 

The first method used to measure the power consumption is to calculate extra power 

consumed by data handling. This method simply tests changes of current before and 

after data handling is executed.  

 

The power consumed for one operation: 

P1 = ∆IDH × TDH  × V         (5) 

   

∆IDH = Idha − Idhb               (6) 

Idha: The working current after data handling is executed. 

Idhb: The working current before data handling is executed. 

TDH: Duration time of data handling in one operation. 

V: operating voltage. 

 

Average power consumed for data handling: 

P1 =
∑ ∆IDH × TDH × V N

1

N
         (7) 

N: number of operations. 

V: operating voltage. 

 

 Total energy consumption measurement 

The second method used to measure the power consumption is to count the number of 

computing cycles which are used in data handling operations. The equations for 

computation of power consumption of data handling are shown beneath. 

PB = IB  × NB                 (8) 

PT =  
PB

F
                          (9) 

PC =  PT  × V                (10) 

 

PB: Basic power consumption of data handling. 

IB: The average current drawn by each clock cycle 

NB: The total number of clock cycles. 

PT: Total power consumption of data handling. 

F: clock frequency. 
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PC: The power consumption finally consumed. 

V: operating voltage. 

6.5 Sampled Data Transmitting 

In this section, we discuss how much power sensors may consume when they transmit 

data. For simplicity, we can split this problem into two minor parts. One is the power 

consumption of delivering from the sender’s point of view. The other is the power 

consumption of receiving from the receiver’s point of view. 

6.5.1 Power Consumption in Delivering 

In theory, two factors play the most important role in power consumption of 

Delivering: [20] 

 

1. Signal generation 

This parameter is mainly depending on the distance between the sender and 

receiver and the model chosen to deliver data. Here PD is introduced to describe 

the power consumption of signal generation. “ PS  is a function of system 

parameters such as Eb/N0 (power per bit over noise), ηBW (the bandwidth 

efficiency), the distanced and the path loss coefficient γ” [104].  To be more 

specific, the delivering power consumption of a sender is mainly originated from 

the amplifier of the sender and this power (PAmp) is determined by not only it 

own structure but also the power consumption of signal generation PD. In order 

to simply express the relation between these two power consumption, we can 

facilitate the two values are proportional to each other. While in more realistic 

model, a constant is added in this equation which finally can be formulated as: 

PAmp = a + bPS                           (11) 

Where “a” and “b” are constants while they may differ in various amplifier 

structures and different technology. [104] 

 

2. Components cost 

The second part comes from the cost of all of these needful components such as 

filtering, frequency transformation and so on. This cost is usually a constant. In 

our model, for simplicity, we define all the cost for preparations before delivering 

as start cost which can be expressed as PStart and all the cost for electronic 

components used for delivering as PDElec. It is easy to understand the PDElec is 

related to the duration length of the delivering which is decided by the bit rate R 

and coding rateRC. So the power consumption of this part can be formulated as:  

PStart +  
c

RRC.
× PDElec                 (12) 
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Where  

C: the length of the packet. 

R: bit rate 

RC: Coding rate 

PStart: Power consumption of starting preparations 

PRElec: Power consumption of electronic components used for receiving 

 

Therefore, the whole power consumption consumed in delivering is the sum of these 

two parts mentioned above so we can formulate the power consumption of delivering 

(PD) as: 

                                 PD =  PStart +  
c

RRC.
× (PDElec + PAmp)             (13)   

6.5.2 Power Consumption in Receiving 

Sensors which receive data spend their most time on sleep mode. Although the power 

consumption of sensors in sleep mode is not zero, but it is little so we can neglect it. 

Like delivering, there is also a cost for preparations before receiving which can be 

defined as PStart. Another similarity is that the packet transmitting time 
c

RRC.
 is also 

introduced for this process because the cost for electronic components used for 

receiving (PDElec) is proportional to it. Last but not least, there is power consumption 

for decoding which is related to the packet length c. in a word, the whole power 

consumption in receiving can be formulated as: 

PR =  PStart +  
c

RRC.
× PRElec + c × PDC                (14) 

 

PR: Power consumption of the whole receiving process 

PStart: Power consumption of starting preparations 

C: the length of the packet. 

R: bit rate 

RC: Coding rate 

PRElec: Power consumption of electronic components used for receiving 

PDC: Power consumption of decoding 
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7 SOA Based WSN Service Applications 

7.1 SOA Introduction 

As discussed above, there are a great number of WSN applications which can be 

deployed in diverse platforms for different scenarios so users are easily confused. At 

this point, a service oriented architecture planning methodology plays a significant 

role to solve problems such as selection of suitable technology for according 

applications through remaining much of technical details under cover and reveal 

usable functions of wireless sensor networks. 

 

The service oriented architecture planning methodology is made up of three domains: 

a service consumer domain which indicates concrete service requirements from 

customers; a service provider domain which offers relevant solutions from the 

providers’ point of view and a service broker domain which affords service plans to 

set up a bridge between the other two domains and do some optimal processing. 

 

 Consumer Part 

This part is mainly about consumers’ expectation and requirements which can be 

described as consumers’ input in our architecture. More specifically, this part 

depicts service requirements from the consumers’ perspective such as cost, power 

consumption, QoS expectations etc. Since we choose service oriented architecture 

as our methodology, consumers’ expectation and requirements are our primary 

and most important considerations, which makes this part very vital. 

 Provider Part 

This part stands on technical provider point to offer service solutions and in our 

architecture it is the providers’ input. In order to meet consumers’ requirements 

and expectations, providers need to divide the whole goal into several atomic 

service units and then set atomic service cost and specifications according to the 

expectations and requirements. After taking some resource constrains such as 

power consumption, latency, efficiency into account, we may get an original 

service composition graph in this phase. 

 Service Broker Part 

This part plays as a bridge between consumers and service providers. As we know, 

consumers do not care or know technical details so we need to describe service 

solutions in a simple and clear way which makes consumers easy and convenient 
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to understand. That is the role of service broker part plays. Moreover, this part is 

a conjunction of the two parts above. It may add consumers’ expectations and 

requirements into our original composition graph to generate a customized 

service composition graph. After taking cost and constrains into account, we will 

obtain a service value model and then set some objective functions. After 

applying optimization algorithm into the model and functions, we will finally get 

the service plan. 

7.2 Market Research Methodology 

As SOA is based on consumers’ requirements and considerations, it is necessary and 

significant to do some researches on the market and consumers. The following 

paragraph gives a general introduction about market researches 

7.2.1 Definition of Market Research Methodology 

The definition of market research is the research process to reach particular market 

goals which include the design, management, implementation of data collecting, 

analysis of research outputs, drawing conclusions and applying into real situations etc. 

 

Market research for fruit transportation in our case is the process of analyzing and 

studying the relationship and rules of end-users, costumers and providers. More 

specific, by the analysis and study of relationship and rules of end-users, costumers 

and providers, we can recognize and define market opportunities; find out probable 

issues may happen in the future, draw down suitable plans and optimize them, finally 

get an appropriate conclusion and realize it. So we can see that it is the connection 

and bridge among end-users, costumers and providers. It can tell us the past, current 

and future market trend, identify market demands through costumers’ needs, 

satisfaction issues and analysis of rival products. Also, it can guide firms to identify 

attractive market segments and target correct market segmentations. 

7.2.2 Classification of Market Research Methodology 

There are many different classifications about market research while we only talk 

about the four main types which are mentioned in all different classifications. 

 

 Qualitative marketing research 

This is the most useful and common method for market research. Simply speaking, it 

focuses on responds and feedbacks of interviewees and draws conclusions through 

comprehensive analysis of these responds. Large statistics are not used in this method. 

Examples are focus group, depth interview and so on. 
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 Quantitative marketing research 

This method is to sample randomly and obtain some results after analyzing and 

studying the samples. It is recommended to use for population census and some 

mega-projects. Large-scale questionnaire is an example of this type. 

 

 Observational techniques 

This method is carried out through observers’ watch. After the observations of 

markets, they compare obtained data by two ways: horizontal comparison which 

indicates comparison of different time; vertical comparison which is to contrast 

different phenomenon at the same time. Common examples: analysis of products 

usage. 

 

 Experimental techniques 

This method is to set up a testing environment which is easily controlled by 

researchers. They may change some parameters of this environment such as volume 

of target market etc. to do some researches.  

 

Different methods have various advantages so they are suitable to be applied in 

different situations while researchers usually apply these in combination to acquire 

the most suitable and ideal outcomes. 

7.2.3 Market Demand Analysis 

The emphasis of market demand analysis is to evaluate the size and scale of this 

market and potential need of products. In general, it is usually follow the steps below. 

 

First, identify the target market in order to determine the total number of customers in 

this particular market segment. And this number is the maximum of potential clients 

which can be used to calculate the potential customers’ need. Then, we need to 

consider if there are restricts which may cut down the number of target market. After 

that, the average purchasing volume can be calculated and the total purchasing 

volume is the product of the average purchasing volume and customer number. In 

combination of average price of products, we will get the aggregate amount. After 

taking the occupying rate of certain firm into consideration, we will finally obtain the 

total market demand. On the basis of the method mentioned before, we may study our 

fresh food transportation in details. 

 

 Evaluation of Market Size 

We stand on the side of providers to estimate the potential market size in this area. 

According to OnWorld [105], the global market of wireless sensor network 

applications and services is about five hundred dollars in the year 2005 and grows up 

sharply to 4.6 billion dollars in 2011. From a conservative estimation, until the end of 

2010, the market will reach to 5.3 billion dollars and 4.1 million various nodes are 
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deployed. Thus, the business opportunities for real-world services are promising.  

 

As we know, there are a large number of wireless sensor network services such as 

health monitoring, industrial sensing, fresh food tracking etc. and here in this paper; 

we pay our attention to the case study of fresh fruit transportation. “According to a 

report, about 10% of the fresh fruits and vegetables coming from different parts of the 

world into the European market are damaged during the transportation process. The 

main causes of fresh food damage are abnormal temperature and humidity, microbial 

infections, composition of storage atmosphere and mechanical damage [106].”  

 

Based on these statistics above, it is very necessary and important to apply wireless 

sensor network services in fresh food tacking because with the implementation of 

these services, we can not only track and control all the parameters that may cause 

damage to fresh food but react and adjust according parameters from feedbacks to 

decrease losses in time as well. As a result, from the providers’ view, this potential 

market is promising and its size is huge. 

7.3 WSN Services (Example: Fresh Food 

Supply Service) 

Nowadays, fresh food transportation plays a very important role in food industry not 

only because it has many influences on the price and quality of food offered to final 

customers but also it may generate great effects on firms’ cost and reputation. So we 

have to face the issue that how to provide a prompt and sufficient delivery to the retail 

stores and final customers with their expectations and requirements, and at the same 

time, to seek for a best solution to use least numbers of vehicles and shortest distance 

to minimize the total transportation cost. 

7.3.1 Goods Flow and Information Flow in Food 

Supply Chains 

Tracking and tracing play a vital role in food chain because there are lots of benefits 

such as providing information in real time to adjust according parameters, to reduce 

losses, to greatly improve food quality and cut down cost. 

 

Although rules and regulations of food label information and transportation vary in 

different countries, it is still obligate for companies to apply tracking system to follow 

goods in-transit in many countries because officer and customers need to know the 

information such as originals, destinations, product date, expire date etc.  

 

“In EU food business operators shall register the origin and the destination of the 
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alimentary commodities they manage, and they shall label food to facilitate its 

traceability; alimentary operators shall track the food to allow it’s tracing [107]. ISO 

9001:2000 defines traceability as the "ability to trace the history, application or 

location of that which is under consideration" [108].” 

7.3.1.1 Goods Flow in a Food Supply Chain 

In this section, we will introduce how goods in the whole food supply chain flow and 

a case study of frozen food such as pizza transportation is proposed to illustrate the 

whole flow further. We take frozen food chain as an example because it is widely used 

and other scenarios can be extended in similar ways. 

7.3.1.1.1 Sectors in a Food Supply Chain 

The operators in a typical food supply chain are shown below: 

 Manufacturers. 

Companies manufacturing, packing products and delivering goods and that is the 

start of the chain. 

 

 Distributors. 

They get food from manufacturers; make transportations to retailers in several 

ways. Air, trail, truck, water and pipeline are the five common transportation 

methods. Each of them is suitable in different situations due to different economic 

characters so we should make decisions after comprehensive considerations and 

analysis. Distributors can be subdivided into two layers: central distributors and 

local distributors. 

 

 Retailers. 

This is the end of the chain. Retailers receive food from local distributors and sell 

them to customers. 

7.3.1.1.2 General Goods Flow 

The whole flow starts from manufacturers where goods are produced. Also at 

manufacturers, goods may be pre-processing and packed after they are produced. 

Then some of they will be transported to warehouses to be stored for future use and 

deliver and the others are transported immediately to local distributors. When local 

distributors receive these goods, they may do some processing and then part of goods 

are sent directly to central distributors for long distance transportation while others 

may just be delivered to other local distributors for short distance transportation or 

even directly sent to retailers. Those goods which require long distance transportation 

will do some more curing and processing at central distributors and then be sent to 
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local distributors of the destinations. After local distributors of destinations obtain 

these cargos, they may do some post-processing and then deliver them to retailers. At 

last, retailers may check these goods and sell them to customers. The whole flow is 

illustrated in picture 7.1 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic 7.1: General goods flow 

7.3.1.2 Information Flow in a Food Supply Chain 

As the amount of cargos and information and demands of customers are increasing 

step by step, the oldest and simplest way of paper records cannot satisfy users’ 

requirements at all. So there is a trend to set up certain system for efficient 

information management of tracking and tracing in food supply chains. Recently, 

radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is affording new opportunities for 

efficient information management of tracking and tracing in food supply chains and is 

more and more implemented in this field. 
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7.3.1.2.1 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Systems 

Typical radio frequency identification (RFID) systems include a reader which 

generates an electromagnetic field and tags which have a rewritable memory inside 

and a unique identification which is used to identify different commodities. There are 

two kinds of tags: passive tags and active tags. Passive ones have no battery so they 

get power supply from external radio frequency communication with readers. Active 

ones have power supply by themselves so they are more expensive than passive ones. 

Two kinds of RFID systems are wildly implemented and applied in efficient 

information management of tracking and tracing. One is based on portals and the 

other is based on handheld readers. [109] 

 

In the portals based RFID systems, readers at FRID gates are long range ones and 

they can read and communicate with tags when tags go through these gates. After they 

read out information on tags then they deliver gathered data to a central database 

through a wireless network. The advantage of this method is high automation 

nevertheless this high automation requires much more attentions to avoid breakdown. 

Furthermore, readers communicate with central database through a wireless network 

which means the wireless network should be installed in advance. The installation and 

maintenances of the wireless network may bring many problems and high cost. [110] 

 

The other method is based on handheld readers which mean human operators 

manipulate the movable readers to read and communicate with tags. Once readers 

have interacted with tags, collected data will be sent to the central database 

automatically. So there is no need to set up a wireless network which makes this 

method more economical and reliable than the former one. But its automation level 

decreases. [110] 

7.3.1.2.2 Adaptive Localization 

Two ways of localization methods are introduced: 1) Global Positioning System (GPS) 

positioning and 2) Local Positioning System (LPS) positioning. In general, Global 

Positioning System (GPS) positioning service is afforded through GPS and ID of 

WANs so it can only be applied at places where GPS is available. Local Positioning 

System (LPS) positioning is achieved through RFID and internal detection so it 

consumes much less power than the former one. Due to the higher power 

consumption for GPS, it usually works at larger time intervals. 

 

These two methods are usually applied hierarchically and adaptively to achieve 

scalable localization. GPS is generally used to offer coarse-grained positions of the 

MNs and/or all SNs in one SAN. Fine-grained positions of MNs and/or every 

individual SN is based on results of coarse-grained GPS positions and employment of 

high accuracy LPS positioning. [36] 
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Pic 7.2: GPS-LPS Adaptive Localization flowchart [36]. 

7.3.1.2.3 Information Flow Applied RFID System in a Food Supply 

Chain 

In general, the information flow includes not only products identification information 

such as the originals and destinations but also products movement information such as 

location, velocity, vibration etc. The information flow in a food supply chain usually 

stem from manufacturers. They put a barcode label on each products when producing 

and this barcode is unique and contains all the information of these products such as 

produce date, expire date, ingredients and so on. After that, workers at manufactory 

companies may pack and store these products in warehouses or ship them to 
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information can be stored in the central database automatically. The last stop of the 

information flow in a food chain is the retailers. They check corresponding 

information and then sell goods to customers. Picture 7.3 below illustrates this 

information flow clearly. 

 

 Pic 7.3: Information Flow Applied RFID System in a Food Supply Chain 

7.3.2 Case Study for Goods Flow and Information 

Flow 

In order to indicate these flows more specific and visual, a case study is introduced 

here to go in more depth. 

 

“Nowadays, the tracking and tracing accuracy is determined by the level of 

identification and the highest possible resolution level that one can have is the 

item-level identification, which means to attach a unique code for each product going 

through the chain. However, this level of identification is unnecessary for most cases 

and may bring an immense cost for information management so most of current foods 

supply chains select a product-type level identification [111].” In our case study, a 

case level or a container level is introduced. 
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food supply chain (pizza is chosen as the example products shown in our case). In our 

case study, frozen products firstly are packed into boxes and each box is labeled with 

a tag (here is a 2D barcode) which includes the unique identification information of 

the box such as identification number, producing date and expiring date etc. at this 

step, we can use the handheld reader to interact with tags on boxes to record all 

needed information. Then these boxes are stacked on pallets and then several pallets 

are across the RFID gate to take relevant notes for the manufacturers. After that 

pallets are loaded in a truck which is used to ship these cargoes from manufacturers to 

central distribution centers (this procedure is show in the first line of the picture). 

When goods are forwarded at central distribution centers, officers there unload these 

cargoes and write down related information by using their handheld readers or the 

RFID gates. Following that, goods are embedded into some returnable containers for 

thermal insulation. Since temperature must be strictly and stringently control during 

the transportation of frozen food, RFID temperature sensors are implemented in each 

returnable container to monitor temperature fluctuations and alarm in real time during 

the whole transportation process. Due to returnable containers coming into use for 

shipment of central distribution centers, normal truck can be used here which may 

reduce the cost. In the following transportation process, similar operations are taken at 

some local distribution centers and finally goods are delivered to retailers which are 

illustrated in picture 7.4 [110]. 

 

From the descriptions above we can see there is a check point implemented in each 

step and RFID technology is applied to track information flow during the whole 

procedure. To be more specific, handheld readers are used to scan the 2D-barcodes on 

boxes and containers and RFID gates are distributed at receiving and shipping points 

of each sector for recoding. It is the use of RFID technology that makes efficient and 

effective tracking and tracing of information flow become into reality. 
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Pic 7.4: The whole process in a frozen food supply chain [110]. 
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8 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, service oriented architecture has been presented and applied to our 

wireless sensor network. Also, we have discussed and studied not only the system 

architecture of wireless sensor network but also its hardware and software 

components. Moreover, supported technologies applied in WSNs have been 

introduced which make us understand WSN much clearer and deeper. Besides, fresh 

food services based on wireless sensor network and RFID technology have been 

introduced. Related methodology and definitions are referred in general. Last but not 

least, we focus on the power consumption of the WSN system in a whole operation 

cycle. In order to study the whole process more deeply and conveniently, we divide it 

into five stages and then analyze power consumption in each stage. After deliberate 

analysis and comprehensive discuss, power consumption of each step is calculated 

and formulated so that we can distinctly see how much energy each step consumes 

and which parameters have influences on power consumption. After obtaining these 

results from our study, we can continue to do some researches in the future on how to 

save power in more specific and deeper way and how to apply our results into real 

scenarios. For example, we may study which protocol is most suitable for particular 

condition and consumes energy efficiently. Another example may be which topology 

we should deploy for sensors in food transportations. We will work hard constantly in 

optimization and development of system and business applications for wider scale and 

longer use. 
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